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Abstract
Worldwide, many countries direct billions of dollars into the development of renewable
energy sources; especially wind generation, in an effort to relieve global warming effects and
other environmental concerns. As a result of increasing numbers of remotely-located large
power offshore wind farms, the AC grid faces many technical challenges in integrating such
plants; such as large submarine power transmission for extended distances, power sharing
and transfer, as well as remotely located induction generation reactive power support. Off-
shore multi-terminal VSC based HVDC (MT VSC-HVDC) transmission systems represent
a possible means of dealing with those challenges. This is due to their higher capacity,
flexibility and controllability than offshore AC transmission. In addition, these offshore
grids provide grid integration to remote offshore wind farms leading providing additional
interconnection capacity to improve the trade of electricity between different AC grids.
This work presents a new centralized supervisory control strategy for controlling the
power sharing and voltage regulation of MT VSC-HVDC integrating offshore wind farms.
The main purpose of the proposed strategy is selecting the optimal parameters of the
HVDC system VSCs’ local controller. These optimal parameters are selected in order to
achieve optimal system transient response and desired steady state operation.
In this work, an adaptive droop-based power-sharing control strategy is proposed. The
primary objective is to control the sharing of the active power transmitted by a MT VSC-
HVDC network among a number of onshore AC grids or offshore loads based on the
desired percentage shares. The shared power is generated by remote generation plants
(e.g., offshore wind farms) or is provided as surplus of AC grids. The desired percentage
shares of active power are optimized by the system operator to fulfill the active power
requirements of the connected grids with respect to meeting goals such as supporting
energy adequacy, increasing renewable energy penetration, and minimizing losses. The
control strategy is based on two hierarchal levels: voltage-droop control as the primary
controller and an optimization based secondary (supervisory) controller for selecting the
optimal droop reference voltages. Based on the DC voltage transient and steady state
dynamics, a methodology for choosing the droop gains for droop controlled converters has
been developed.
In addition, a new tuning methodology is proposed for selecting the optimum VSCs
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local controller gains to enhance the transient performance and the small-signal stability
of the system to mitigate the change of the operating conditions, taking into consideration
the overall dynamics of the MT HVDC system. The VSCs’ local control loops gains are
selected to maximize the system bandwidth and improve the system damping. As a part
of the proposed methodology, the derivation of the aggregated linearized state-space model
of a MT VSC-HVDC based offshore transmission system is provided. Based on the derived
model, a small signal stability analysis was performed to show the interaction of the modes
and define the dominant eigenvalues of the system.
Furthermore, a communication-free DC voltage control strategy is presented for mitigat-
ing the effects of the power imbalance caused by permanent or temporary power-receiving
converter outages. The proposed control strategy is targeted at fast power reduction of the
wind power generation from the wind farms (WFs) in order to eliminate power imbalances
in the HVDC network. This process is performed by decentralized control rules in the local
controllers of the WF voltage source converter (VSC) and its wind turbines. The proposed
strategy was designed to work with WFs based on both doubly fed induction generators
(DFIGs) and permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs).
The proposed control strategies were validated on the B4 CIGRE MT VSC-HVDC
test system and different case scenarios were applied to show its feasibility and robust-
ness. The validation process was performed using Matlab software programming and Mat-
lab/Simulink based time domain detailed model.
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Wind power generation is expected to increase worldwide. The European Wind Energy
Association (EWEA) anticipates that installed wind farms (WFs) will generate approxi-
mately 180 GW annually by 2020 and 300 GW by 2030 [3], with a considerable contribution
from offshore wind farms. The rise in offshore wind generation is attributable to a number
of factors, such as the limited number of suitable onshore sites, as well as the associated
visual and noise pollution that gives rise to public opposition to future onshore installa-
tions. Offshore sites can also harness wind speeds of up to 20 percent higher velocities,
with resulting energy yields up to 70 percent greater than on land [4], [1]. Due to increases
in the size of offshore WFs and their distance, as shown in Fig. 1.1 [1], their integration
with onshore AC grids using AC transmission, is limited by the reactive power demand of
both submarine cables, and wind-turbine induction generators [5].
High-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission systems, Fig. 1.2, especially the ones
equipped with voltage- source converters (VSCs), are considered a promising solution in
the field of offshore bulk power transmission because of their considerable advantages: abil-
ity to connect asynchronous AC grids that have different frequencies, higher flexibility and
controllability, limited short-circuit fault currents, smaller filters, and black-start capabil-
ities [6], [7]. In addition, the use of multi-terminal (MT) HVDC networks, rather than
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Figure 1.1: Typical European offshore wind farms distances from the shore, water depth
and sizes [1]
point-to-point HVDC links, increases system reliability, power-trading capability, and the
ability of smooth wind power fluctuations [8], [9].
1.2 Research Motivation
The integration of remotely located power generation plants, such as offshore wind farms,
into the AC grid faces a number of challenges. For example, there are problems that may
appear when disconnecting these power generation plants after fault. Moreover, there is a
need for transferring huge amounts of power and the need for more reactive power support
for induction based generation [10]. These challenges stimulate more interest in MT HVDC
transmission systems which benefit from the technological advances of power electronics
and VSC technologies. Point-to-point and multi-terminal HVDC transmission, based on
LCC converter technology, research has been conducted in the past. However, recently,
VSC based HVDC system has become a new topic of research, especially multi-terminal
VSC-HVDC systems.
Nowadays, there are three multi-terminal HVDC systems in operation. The first MT
HVDC system was installed by ABB, based on LCC technology, in Canada in 1986 as a
2
Figure 1.2: Typical multi-terminal VSC-HVDC based offshore wind farms integration sys-
tem
point-to-point HVDC link between Quebec and New England. A third terminal in Mas-
sachusetts, USA, was added in 1992, creating the first three terminal HVDC system, and it
is planned to be extended to become a 5 terminal system [11]. The second multi-terminal
HVDC grid is Italy-Corsica-Sardinia, which is a three terminal LCC-HVDC system de-
ployed in 2012 [12]. The third system is the Shin-Shinano substation in Japan, which was
installed in 1999 [13]. The substation consists of three back-to-back VSCs to connect a
50Hz grid with other 60 Hz grids. This system cannot be considered a genuine MT VSC-
HVDC system due to lack of transmission lines between the converters. The North Sea
region is one of the areas that can benefit from the advantages of the MT-HVDC transmis-
sion system, due to the existence of offshore wind farms, offshore oil/gas platforms, and
the need to connect some AC grids, such as English, Swedish and Norwich grids, to the
3
European continental AC grid.
The MT VSC-HVDC technology needs to mature before being used in practical and
commercial applications. Despite encouraging works in the literature on operation, control
and protection of VSC-based MT HVDC, there still remain several gaps in this system
which need further investigation and understanding such as:
1. On large scale MT HVDC system, an accurate power sharing control and voltage
regulation based on predefined desired shares using DC voltage droop control is
needed. In addition, the droop gains effects on the DC voltage dynamics need to be
studied, thus, a methodology of selecting the droop gains considering the DC grid
voltage dynamics is required.
2. Due to the nonlinearity of the MT VSC-HVDC systems, Local VSCs controller pa-
rameters need to be tuned to mitigate the change in the operating conditions to
maximize the system bandwidth and minimize the damping. The overall HVDC net-
work dynamics and the interaction between the different components of the system
should be considered in the tuning algorithm.
3. While sufficient work has been done in the area of temporary outage, caused by an
AC fault in the onshore grid, fault ride through in offshore wind farm integration
systems based on point-to-point HVDC transmission, few of them deal with MT
VSC-HVDC networks. The permanent or long-time onshore converter outage case
scenarios in MT HVDC system were not studied. Hence, a new communication-free
DC voltage control strategy is needed to relieve the effects of permanent onshore
VSC outages in offshore MT HVDC systems by regulating the DC voltage of the
HVDC network with improved system power and voltage dynamics.
1.3 Research Objectives and contributions
1.3.1 Research Objectives
The proposed work focuses on the integration of offshore wind farms and loads to different
onshore AC grids using offshore MT VSC-HVDC transmission systems. In such systems,
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the generated power, from the offshore wind farms or the surplus active power of onshore
AC grids, need to be transmitted and shared among different onshore AC grids based on
a certain desired share. The desired shares are predefined in order to fulfill various objec-
tives such as increasing the penetration of renewable energy sources, supporting the grid
frequency and grid energy adequacy, and loss minimization. Regardless of the system con-
figuration and topology, power sharing control should be performed without violating the
system limits (e.g. voltage operating region, line current capacity and VSC power rating
etc.). Furthermore, improved dynamic performance and system stability are needed. Im-
portantly, the system is a nonlinear system, where the dynamic performance and stability
margin change depending on the change in the system operating conditions. In case of an
occurrence of a permanent outage in one of the inversion mode grid side converters, which
produces power imbalance and voltage instability in the HVDC grid, the system must con-
tinue to operate in order to deliver power to the non-faulted terminals. The effects of that
outage should be cleared in order to achieve a proper stable operation in the remaining
system. To fulfill these requirement, the research objectives of this work are:
1. Achieving Accurate power sharing based on pre-defined desired-sharing schemes while
consider the DC voltage transient and steady-state dynamics.
2. Improving the system stability and dynamic performances by increasing the system
bandwidth at acceptable damping.
3. Mitigating the effects of the onshore converter outage occurrence especially the per-
manent outage and recover the system to the pre-outage state.
1.3.2 Contributions
To achieve the research objectives, a central supervisory control strategy is proposed to
achieve the first two main objectives in normal operation:
1. Develop a novel power-sharing control strategy that utilizes an adaptive voltage-
droop scheme, in which the voltage-droop parameters are optimally selected as a
means of achieving accurate power sharing based on the desired shares. These shares
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are optimized in advance by the system operator in order to fulfill the active power
requirements of the connected AC grids. Furthermore, the DC voltage dynamics,
including transient and steady-state performance, are considered when adapting the
droop parameters.
2. Develop a new tuning methodology for selecting the optimum local controller pa-
rameters of the VSCs in an offshore MT HVDC network to mitigate the effects of
changes in the operating conditions on the transient performance and the small-signal
stability of the system.
However, in some abnormal cases when the onshore output converters operate at
their maximum capacity and lose the ability of regulating the DC voltage, which
may happen in the case of a converter outage, the proposed supervisory controller
cannot control the system alone and prevent the system collapse, thus the third
contribution has been performed, which is:
3. Develop a new control strategy to mitigate DC overvoltage effects without producing
oscillations in the DC voltage and the wind power generation in case of permanent
outage in an onshore VSCs, which can be used in temporary fault/outage ride through
control as well.
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Figure 1.3: Thesis Objectives
1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides background and a survey of the literature related to the operation
and control of MT VSC-HVDC based wind farms integration system.
Chapter 3 presents the transient and steady-state mathematical modeling of the
system that are used in the next chapters.
Chapter 4 introduces the proposed power sharing control strategy of multi-terminal
VSC-HVDC transmission systems utilizing adaptive voltage droop.
Chapter 5 illustrates the proposed VSCs local controller gains tuning methodology
for MT HVDC VSCs based offshore wind farms integration systems.
Chapter 6 introduces the proposed DC voltage control during permanent converter-
outages for power flow continuity in offshore multi-terminal VSC-HVDC systems.
Chapter 7 presents the thesis conclusions and contributions.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Survey
This chapter provides a general overview of MT VSC-HVDC systems with the aim of
explaining their history and evolution. First of all, the concept of the multi-terminal
HVDC system and its need is presented, together with its advantages with respect to the
common AC grids. Secondarily, the main HVDC converter technologies are described and
the main advantages and drawbacks of each of them are briefly discussed. Finally, a general
state-of-the-art is explained and an introduction to dc networks topologies is done.
2.1 Introduction
A multi-terminal VSC-HVDC transmission system is the interconnection of more than two
VSC stations via DC cables in different topologies, e.g., radial, ring and meshed. It is the
evolution of traditional two terminals (point-to-point) HVDC transmission systems. The
MT HVDC system provides the ability to connect multiple AC grids, remote power plant
and remote loads together. This transmission system is considered a promising technology
for the integration of massive generation from renewable sources into the power system.
Furthermore, it can be used to trade the electric power safely across national borders.
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2.2 Multi-Terminal HVDC System Components
The main components of HVDC network are the converter stations and HVDC transmission
lines.
2.2.1 HVDC VSC converter Station
The converter stations are used to connect the HVDC transmission network with other
grids, e.g., AC grids, DC grids, remote power plants. There are two types of HVDC
converter station based on the type of connected grid: AC-DC converter to interface with
AC grids and bidirectional DC-DC converter to interface with other DC grids with different
voltage level and configuration. The commonly used converter station in MT HVDC
networks is based on AC-DC VSC. The VSCs work in two modes of operation: rectification
mode (AC to DC conversion) when the power flows from the AC side to the DC side, and
inversion mode (DC to AC conversion) as the power flows from the DC to the AC side.
The main components of the VSC station are the converter, the phase reactor, the
AC filter and the DC capacitor as shown in Fig. 2.1. On the AC side of the converter,
the converter is connected to the AC grid through a three-phase reactor, shunt low-pass
filter and transformer. On the other hand, the DC network is connected to the converter
through DC smoothing capacitors and high frequency filters.
AC-DC converters
As a result of the development of the fully controlled semiconductor technologies, the VSC
has been promoted to reach important voltage levels. The VSC consists of IGBTs and
diodes. The IGBTs are fully controlled devices that conduct the current in one direction.
Therefore, a diode is connected in anti-parallel to enable current conduction in the opposite
direction. The VSCs operate at a switching frequency of more than 1 kHz to eliminate
low order harmonics. Thereby, a filter is required only to high order harmonics that is
significantly smaller in size than the LCC smoothing filter.
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Figure 2.1: HVDC components and control structure
Phase reactor and the low-pass filter
The phase reactor is part of low pass filter; it has high inductance with low resistance. The
reactor is one of the main components that affects the active and reactive power control.
The shunt low-pass filter prevents the output high frequency harmonics of the converter
from entering the AC grid.
DC capacitors
The DC capacitor is used to smooth the DC voltage at the terminals of the converter by
keeping it within a small range via charging and discharging. It is used also as an energy




Figure 2.2: MT-HVDC topologies (a) Radial (b) Ring (c) Meshed
2.2.2 HVDC transmission lines
The multi-terminal HVDC transmission lines has two configurations: unipolar (2 termi-
nals) or bipolar (three terminals). There are many topologies such as radial, ring, or
meshed topologies as shown in Fig. 2.2. The selection of the topology depends on a num-
ber of factors. One of these factors is the economic consideration that depends on cable
length and ratings, geographic nature of the cable path, the number and the ratings of pro-
tection devices, etc. In addition to the economics, the technical aspects such as the system
reliability, flexibility and efficiency need to be taken into account [3],[4]. As concluded in
[14], the radial topology has the lowest cost and transient short circuit fault current, but
it also has lower reliability and efficiency in comparison to the other topologies. On the
other hand, the meshed topology is more reliable and has lower transmission loss; however,
it is more expensive.
2.3 Multi-terminal VSC-HVDC Control Structure
In the MT-HVDC system, the system converters control their local variables through their
local controllers based on desired set-points and control parameters. These set-points
and control parameters are calculated and then sent by a central controller to the system
converters for achieving global objectives of the overall systems. Thereby, the MT-HVDC
transmission network control system has a two-levels hierarchal structure. The two levels of
the control systems are the primary and the secondary control levels, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: VSC-HVDC control structure
2.3.1 Primary control level
The primary control level is the local controller of the VSC stations, the purpose of this
controller is controlling the local variables of the VSC, such as the AC filter reactor current,
terminals AC voltage, terminal DC voltage, active and reactive power. Decoupled dq
- current control technique is the commonly used technique in VSC controllers. This
technique provides the possibility to control the two components of the AC current, i.e.,
the direct (real) and quadratic (imaginary) components, independently [15]. The local
controller consists of a number of cascaded control loops. The main control loop is the
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Figure 2.4: Inner decoupled-current control loops
inner current loop, which controls the AC reactor current. the reference current values are
calculated by the outer loops, which define the VSC mode of operation [7],[16], [16], [17].
Inner control loops
The inner loop is based on a PI controller that is responsible for controlling the decoupled
current components of the filter reactor, ifd and ifq . these two current components are
controlled by generating the reference voltages u∗cd and u
∗
cq , in dq frame, of the converter.
The reference current signals i∗fd and i
∗
fq
are generated from the outer loop which will
be explained later. A feed forward signal for the PCC voltage is used to fully decouple
the VSC’s inner control loop dynamics from those of the load. Fig. 2.4 illustrate the
implementation of inner current control loop.
Phase locked loop
The phase locked loop (PLL) is used to synchronize the VSC to the AC grid by making
sure that the d-axis is always aligned with the terminal voltage phase a. This process is
performed by controlling the VSC frequency and the transformation angle θpll, which is
used in the transformation from abc to dqo frames and vice versa, to make the q component
of the terminal voltage always zero. In addition, the PLL is used to measure the connected
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Figure 2.5: Inner decoupled-current control loops
AC grid frequency [18], [19]. The implementation of the PLL that is used in this work is
shown in Fig. 2.5.
2.3.2 Outer control loops
The outer loop is the part in the VSC local controller that defines the mode of operation of
the converter. It produces the reference decoupled currents i∗fd and i
∗
fq
for the inner loop,
so that it is possible to control two different variables independently. As shown in Fig. 2.6,
in grid-imposed frequency VSCs, the active power or the DC voltage are controlled by
controlling the d-axis current component. On the other hand, the reactive power or the
AC voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) are controlled by controlling the q-axis
current component [20]. For the grid-imposed frequency, there are four possible modes,
P-Q, P-Vac, Vdc-Q and Vdc-Vac. While, in the frequency controlled VSC, as in the WF
VSC, the outer loops are responsible for controlling the dq components of the voltage at
the PCC, Fig. 2.7 shows the outer control loop of the WF VSC [18].
2.3.3 Droop control in DC grids
In AC systems, the synchronous generators control their output active power by means
of power frequency droop characteristics. By increasing the system demand, the system
frequency decreases, which in turn makes the output active power of the synchronous
generator increase, and vice versa. On the other hand, reactive power voltage droop
controls the system voltage by delivering reactive power to the system. In the DC grid, the





Figure 2.6: Outer control loops of the grid connected VSC (a) DC voltage controller, (b)
Active power controller, (c) AC voltage controller, (d) reactive power controller
Figure 2.7: Outer control loop of the WF VSC.
the active power are directly controlled by controlling the d-axis AC current component, it
is not possible to directly control both of them simultaneously. Therefore, as in AC grid,
the frequency and the active power can be controlled by means of droop control concept.
In the DC grid, the DC voltage and the active power can be controlled simultaneously by
means of V-I or V-P droop control, see Fig. 2.8 [21], [22], [23]. In this work, DC voltage-
current droop is used. Hence, the reference value of the DC voltage controller is calculated
by (2.1), or the reference value of the active power outer control loop is calculated by (2.3),
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as follows:
V ∗dci = Voi +RDiIdci (2.1)
where Vo is the converter DC voltage at no load, RD the current based voltage droop gain,
Vdc is the DC voltage reference value of the i
th VSC terminals and Idc is the measured DC




(Vdci − Voi) (2.2)





(Vdci − Voi) (2.3)
where Vdci is the measured DC voltage at the i
th VSC.
Figure 2.8: Droop characteristics in DC grids
2.3.4 The secondary (supervisory) control level
The supervisory control level of a MT HVDC transmission system is responsible for cal-
culating the control parameters and set-points of the system VSCs’ local controller to
achieve certain transient and steady-state operation objectives. The supervisory control
levels can be based on centralized controller that receives the measurement data from the
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local controllers, then calculates the required control parameters and set-points and then
sends them back to the local controllers. Otherwise, distributed control concept can be
used on the supervisory level to increase the system reliability, in which the system VSCs
share some common data, i.e., measurements and set-points, and locally calculate their
local control parameters and set-points.
In this work, the main objective of the supervisory controller is to calculates and tune
the optimal control parameters for power sharing control and the DC voltage regulation
process and enhancing the transient responses of the local controllers.
2.4 Power Sharing Control and DC Voltage Regula-
tion in MT VSC-HVDC Network
One of the main applications of the MT VSC-HVDC transmission system is the integra-
tion of offshore wind farms. In this application, MT HVDC system transfers the power
generated from the offshore wind farms to onshore AC grids, in addition to the power trade
between the different grids. The imported power to the MT HVDC system is shared among
AC grid in a certain scheme while keeping the DC voltage at the system buses within a
certain range. This power sharing scheme depends on many objectives such as minimizing
the transmission losses, sharing ratio or priority order.
There are multiple techniques performing the operation of power sharing control and
the voltage regulation [24][32]. These techniques can be classified into 2 main categories:
Master-Slave techniques and Distributed DC voltage control techniques. Each of these
categories is divided into centralized and decentralized control strategies.
2.4.1 Master-slave techniques.
In the master-slave method, one converter is responsible for DC voltage regulation, while
the other converters work in constant control mode. The DC voltage is regulated by the
master converter using the direct DC voltage control outer loop. The other converters (the
slaves) control the power flow in the system by working in constant power mode. The
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reference power settings of these converters are calculated through an optimal power flow
algorithm in a centralized location, usually in the master converter station, to perform a
certain power sharing scheme. To insure the power sharing accuracy and the active power
balance, high speed communication is needed between the centralized controller and the
local controllers. The DC voltage reference value in the master converter is defined to
prevent system voltages from violating system limits [25]. An OPF algorithm is one of
the algorithms used for achieving certain objectives such as minimum transmission losses
without violating the limits. This method provides accurate power sharing; however, it
has many drawbacks such as: the need for fast communication, the master converter
holds all power fluctuations in the system, it is difficult to regulate the voltage in large
networks through one converter, and it cannot provide good reliability due to a single
voltage regulator [22].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: P-V characteristics of (a) the master converter and (b) the slaves.
In [26], the authors propose an operation planning algorithm based on an observer-
based management system (OBMS). The Multi-terminal HVDC system in this work is a
master-slave configuration with a single slack bus in the DC network, but the position of
this slack bus is not fixed. The algorithm determines the optimal location of the slack
bus and optimal settings of the other power controlled converters based on the energy
marked schedules in the AC grids connected to the HVDC network. The main drawbacks
of the previous algorithm are: the difficulty in regulating the voltage in large systems and
the existence of one converter to regulate the voltage which reduces the reliability of the
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system.
To reduce dependency on fast communication and increase system reliability, decen-
tralized control strategies such as the voltage margin method (VMM) and fixed voltage-
droop-based methods have been proposed. VMM is a modified version of the master-slave
method whereby the voltage control operation is rotated in turn among different converters
based on their local voltage and power levels [27], [24]. The main drawback of this method
is the high amount of voltage oscillation resulting from hunting dynamics of the master
transfer [28], [29]. The modified VMM proposed in [28] combines the Vdc-P droop relation
and the voltage margin; the purpose of the droop is to reduce the hunting dynamics and
the oscillation.
To increase the system reliability, a fixed-decentralized voltage-droop based method
is proposed, inspired by the power-frequency droop in AC systems, voltage regulation is
distributed among a number of converters, with the active power being shared based on
their droop characteristics. However, high accuracy of power sharing cannot be guaranteed
because the output power sharing changes with the changing in the DC voltage level at
the system buses due to the wind power fluctuation, hence the droop parameters need to
be updated [30].
2.4.2 Distributed DC voltage control techniques
To increase power-sharing accuracy, distributed voltage control methods are used, such as
distributed direct voltage or adaptive droop-based control. The responsibility for voltage
control is distributed among a number of converters by means of direct voltage control or
droop-based control. The control parameters and set-points are periodically computed in
a centralized controller and are then sent to different converters via low-speed communi-
cation.
Distributed direct DC voltage control Methods
The distributed direct voltage control, DVC, is proposed in [15][13], [31][36], [32][37]. these
studies employ a loss minimization OPF algorithm, which determines the voltage set-points
of direct-voltage-controlled converters. The OPF is performed in every control cycle, which
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could be a matter of minutes, so the existence of fast communication is not needed. An N-1
contingency analysis is performed within the OPF to provide N-1 security to the system
and make it operate during the outage of one of the DC voltage controlled converters.
However, due to line resistances, the accuracy of the power sharing and the optimality of
the loss minimization are affected by variations in wind power generation, especially when
these variations are faster than the cycle for updating the voltage reference set-points.
In addition, the voltage deviation and power sharing that occur after a converter outage
are very sensitive to line resistances, and if communication is lost over a long period, the
system stability will be affected, and the system voltage may violate recommended limits.
Adaptive droop based DC voltage and power sharing control
Because it provides droop-control stability in case of the communication loss, an adaptive
voltage-droop method is used for overcoming the disadvantages of the DVC technique.
The virtual resistance of the droop gain also reduces the sensitivity of the power sharing
to line resistances so that the accuracy of the power sharing is increased. In the adaptive
droop based methods, the parameters of the droop controllers are adapted to achieve
different operation objectives. The work in [33] presents a methodology to calculate the
droop gain of the droop based converter. This methodology uses circuit analysis technique
to minimum transmission power losses in wind farm integration multi-terminal HVDC
system. The main drawback of this methodology is the difficulty of applying it to meshed
or ring topology systems. [34] uses the same technique that is used in [33] but the objective
of this methodology is calculating the droop gains, at constant no-load voltage, in order to
achieve a certain power sharing ratio between them. Also, this algorithm cannot be applied
on large meshed or ring topology networks. The techniques used in [35] and [35] can work
in a decentralized operation. However, the accuracy of the power sharing will change based
on the change in the active power generation due to the network line resistances.
By increasing the system voltage to minimize the transmission losses, the converter
losses, which are proportional to the operating voltages, will increase. The work in [36]
presents an OPF algorithm that selects the optimum reference voltages of the droop based
converters in the system, while making the droop gain fixed, in order to minimize the
total losses of the system, which is the summation of transmission losses and the internal
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converter losses. However, loss minimization as a power-sharing objective might not achieve
desired power share preferences of each connected AC grid. These preferences can be
supporting energy adequacy, increasing wind energy penetration, or maximizing converter
loadability. An additional factor is that droop gain values affect both DC voltage dynamics
and the accuracy of the power sharing [21], [20]. Despite these considerations, previous
researchers did not take into account DC voltage transient dynamics in their power-sharing
control algorithms. Although the authors of [21], [23], and [37] proposed methodologies
for selecting droop gains considering the DC voltage dynamics. Their methods relied on
the calculation of a factor to be multiplied by all droop gains predetermined from power-
sharing control algorithms, in order to achieve optimal DC voltage dynamics without the
violation of any constraints. Such methods could affect the accuracy of the power-sharing
control. According to the available headroom of each converter station, the algorithm
proposed in [38] adapts the droop gains, which is preselected with respect to the converter
rating not from a power-sharing control algorithm, to share the burden after a converter
outage considering the system stability. Without considering the power-sharing control,
the droop parameters are optimized in order to not compromise the AC system stability
after a converter outage and abrupt power set-points changing [39]. At the DC micro-grid
level, an improved droop control for load current sharing of distributed generators (DGs)
is proposed in [40]. This droop control improvement aims at increasing the accuracy of
the load current sharing by modifying the droop controller reference voltage as a function
of the average DC voltage and current, which are broadcasted among the DGs using low-
bandwidth communication, while keeping the droop gains fixed.
2.5 Multi-terminal HVDC Small-Signal Stability Anal-
ysis And Control
This section presents a literature survey on the small signal stability analysis of VSC based
multi-terminal HCVD, based on the linearized state space model derivation of the system.
Then, a survey on the damping controller design and its parameters tuning is performed.
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2.5.1 Small-signal stability analysis of a nonlinear system
Small signal stability analysis is applied to a system to study its stability in case of the
application of small disturbances. The oscillation nature of the system variables after
small disturbances submission determines the system stability. If this oscillation is small
and damped the system is considered stable. Otherwise, the system is unstable if the
oscillation diverges.
The commonly used tool to study the small signal stability of a nonlinear system is the
Lyapunov linearization method. This method is based on the analysis of the eigenvalues of
the linearized state space model approximation of the nonlinear system. By the analysis of
the eigenvalues, the stability of the system can be judged; if all eigenvalues of the linearized
approximation of the system have negative nonzero real part, the nonlinear system is
considered stable around the equilibrium point. On the other hand, if one or more of these
eigenvalues have positive real part, the linear system is unstable. For the critically stable
linearized system, the nonlinear system stability status cannot be concluded. Due to the
nonlinearity of the Multi-terminal HVDC system, its stability is affected by the operating
point and the system components parameters [41].
In order to perform the small signal stability study using the Lyapunov linear method,
a linearized state space model of the Multi-terminal VSC-HVDC was derived in a number
of literature studies with different assumptions and configurations [21], [16], [17], [42],
[43], [44]. The linearized state-space model is the aggregation of the system components
linearized model, such as the VSCs, the DC network lines, the wind generators and AC
grid.
The linearized state space model of a nonlinear system is in the form of:
∆ẋ = A ∆x+B ∆u (2.4)
∆Y = C ∆x+D ∆U (2.5)
where A, B, C and D are the system matrices; x is the state variable vector, which is
the vector aggregating all system components state variables. The system inputs such as
the reference set points signals, the wind speed and the load values.
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Modal analysis of a linear system
The modal analysis is a methodology used to analyze the stability of a liner system by
finding the eigenvalues. Using the sensitivity analysis, degree of the effectiveness of matrix
A elements; hence, the system parameters and operating points, on a certain eigenvalue
can be determined. Furthermore, the participation analysis can determine the degree of
participation of the eigenvalues on a certain state variable.
Modes, eigenvalues and eigenvectors
The eigenvalues of a linear system can be calculated by (2.6)
det (A− λI) = 0 (2.6)
where λ is a vector of eigenvalues and I is the unity matrix. For any eigenvalue λi there
are two nonzero eigenvectors li (the i
th left eigenvectors) and ri (the i
th right eigenvector)
such that
Ari = λi ri, ∀i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., nλ. (2.7)
and
AlTi = λi li, ∀i = 1, 2, 3, ..., nλ. (2.8)
where nλ is the dimension of A and hence, the number of eigenvalues.
The modal analysis of a linear system is based on three nλ-dimensional matrices called
modal matrices.
Λ = diag{λ1, λ2, λ3, . . ., λnλ}
XR = [r1, r2, r3, . . ., rnλ ]
XL = [l1, l2, l3, . . ., lnλ ]
The modes of the system are the state variables of the system after linearization. The
relation between the mode and the linearized state variable of the system is presented in
(2.9) and (2.10).
∆x (t) = XR.z(t) (2.9)
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z (t) = XL.∆x (t) (2.10)
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis measures the degree of the effectiveness of an element in A ma-
trix on a certain eigenvalue; hence, the effects of a certain system parameter on eigenvalues




= lki rji (2.11)
where, rji is the j
th element in ri and lki is the k
th element in li.
Participation factor analysis
To find the participation degree of an eigenvalue in the dynamic response of a certain
state variable, a factor called the participation factor is calculated using (2.13) to measure
this degree of participation. Equation (2.12) illustrates the relationship between a state





where, pki is the participation factor of i
th eigenvalue in the kth state variable.
pki = rki lki (2.13)
where, rki is the k
th element in ri and lki is the k
th element in li
2.5.2 Small-signal stability analysis of MT VSC-HVDC linearized
state space model
Many stability studies were performed on point-to-point VSC-HVDC systems [45], [46],
[47]. However, for MT VSC-HVDC, linearized models of distributed direct voltage con-
trolled MT VSC-HVDC are derived in detail in [17] and [16]. In [17] all converters are
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connected to AC grids that are considered stiff grids for simplicity. Small signal stability
analysis is applied to a two-terminal and three-terminal VSC-HVDC network to study the
effect of changing the active power set point on the system stability through the eigenvalues
analysis. In addition, a study on the effect of the DC voltage PI controller parameter was
performed. [16] derived a linearized state space model for a MT VSC-HVDC transmission
system. This system consists of wind farms based on fixed speed induction generators.
These wind farms are connected to an AC grid containing a synchronous machine through
a MT VSC-HVDC network. In the HVDC network there are two wind farm VSC stations
and two grid side VSC stations acting as two connecting points to the AC grid. A small
signal stability study on a base-case scenario was carried out. The author found that the
states of the synchronous machine influence the eigenvalues that dominate the response of
the system; hence, to achieve good damping performance the synchronous machine con-
troller should be taken into account. Furthermore, by proper design of the VSC control
parameters, fast damping of the super-synchronous oscillation can be achieved. Studies of
the VSC control parameters for both wind farm and grid side converters were accomplished.
However, in [16] the authors didn’t consider the dynamics of the DC network lines and the
AC grid line impedance. The authors of [43] performed a small signal stability analysis
on the active power control of a MT VSC-HVDC system in different mode of operation:
centralized DC voltage control and droop control modes. The study aimed to identify the
interaction and local modes of the different converters in the system. In addition, a more
detailed model of DC cables with termination inductors was considered.
2.5.3 MT-HVDC VSC local controller parameters tuning
The commonly used control scheme in HVDC VSCs local controller is that based on the
dq-decoupled current control. The dynamic model of the VSC converter based on this
control scheme is explained in detail in chapter 3, which is divided into two control stages:
the inner (current) control loop and the outer control loop that is responsible for defining
the VSC operating modes. There are other control schemes with different assumption and
structures as compared to those presented in [48], [15], [49][26], [50] and [51].
The local controller parameters (gains) need to be tuned to improve the transient
response of the system. Due to the cascaded structure of the decoupled current control
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scheme, the response of the inner loop needs to be much faster, therefore, its gains need
to be tuned for that purpose. However, the stability enhancement and error cancellation
are achieved by proper tuning of the outer loop controller parameters [52]. The authors of
[52] and [53] state two methods used in tuning the local controller parameters: Modulus
Optimum criterion and Symmetrical Optimum condition methods. The simplicity and fast
response of Modulus Optimum make it suitable for tuning the inner loop parameters. This
method is based on cancellation of the dominant (largest) time constant of the plant, while
keeping the closed loop gain higher than unity (by performing pole placement). On the
other hand, the Symmetrical Optimum criterion is used to tune the outer loop gains; it
is suitable for the systems that have one or more poles near or at the origin, where pole
placement is not effective. In [53] the most probable location of the dominant poles, which
is used to tune a simplified control structure of the VSC-HVDC system. The simplified
model depends on the system transfer function type (type 1 or type 2) and the parameters
will be functions of reactor parameters, switching frequency, PWM gain, damping ratio
and frequency. Other tuning technique based on particle swarm optimization algorithm
PSO was performed in [54]. The PSO algorithm is used to select the optimum settings for
the controller parameters of a point-to-point VSC-HVDC system to minimize the system
error function that is the summation of the errors in the VSC control variable, which are
DC and AC voltages, and the dq currents. The work in [55] was carried out to achieve
a robust controller, by selecting the optimum PI control parameters by genetic algorithm
optimization in order to minimize the standard infinite time quadratic performance index.
All previously mentioned tuning techniques were used to tune VSCs PI controller pa-
rameters in the system that contains a single VSC or in a conventional point-to-point
HVDC link. Furthermore, the effect of the DC line was not taken into consideration; only
the effects of the DC capacitor and the AC reactor (filter) were considered. In a multi-
terminal VSC-HVDC network, multiple converters are responsible for controlling the DC
voltage and the active power. Therefore, achieving optimal transient response through
tuning the controller of each converter separately is difficult due to the interaction between
the network converters.
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2.6 DC Voltage Control During a Permanent Grid
Side Converter Outage
Point-to-point HVDC links or MT HVDC networks isolate the offshore WF AC grids from
the effects of onshore AC grid faults, which leads to temporary or permanent outages the
onshore converters. This isolation results in the continuation of wind power generation by
the wind turbines at the pre-fault operating level. If the onshore HVDC converters that
receive the offshore wind power generation operate close to the maximum power capacity,
they will be unable to absorb the active power of the disconnected onshore converter. In
such cases, all onshore converters, which are responsible for regulating the DC voltage,
operate at their rated power (i.e., in constant power control mode) and lose their ability to
regulate the DC voltage. As a result, an overvoltage occurs, triggering protection devices
and possibly leading to system collapse. For these reasons, the literature includes reports of
numerous fault-ride-through (FRT) control strategies that have been proposed in order to
provide a system with FRT capabilities. Some of these FRT control strategies are already
being used in point-to-point HVDC links, as summarized in the following subsections.
2.6.1 Fast excess power absorption strategies
In these strategies, the mitigation of DC overvoltages effects that occur due to power
imbalances in an HVDC network is achieved through the absorption of the excess power in
the form of dissipated power in braking resistors though a DC chopper or through stored
energy in energy storage systems. The DC chopper method, which is commonly used in
conventional point-to-point HVDC transmission, requires simple control rules for triggering
the DC chopper if the DC voltage exceeds a specified threshold value [56], [57], [58]. The
authors of [59] proposed a method for absorbing the excess power after a converter outage
with the use of a flywheel energy storage system (FESS). The primary advantage of these
methods is that they are decentralized and need simpler control rules. However, additional
fully rated equipment, e.g., an HVDC chopper plus a resistor for each power-receiving
converter, or an HVDC VSC-driven FESS are needed. Furthermore, the thermal capacity
of the resistance or the storage capacity limit their power absorption capability.
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2.6.2 Communication-based strategy
In this control approach, communication links are employed to send fast wind power re-
duction signals from the centralized controller of the HVDC system to each individual
wind generator in the connected WFs [60],[61], [62]. This method requires a fast commu-
nication infrastructure because the response of the FRT control action is limited by the
communication speed. Furthermore, the extra cost of the communication links must also
be considered [63].
2.6.3 Decentralized fast wind power reduction strategies
These types of FRT control strategies are decentralized and entail no requirement for
additional hardware. To achieve a fast reduction in wind power, they use the WF-VSCs
for reducing the AC voltage level of the WF grid as a means of emulating a short circuit
fault in the offshore grid, or of raising the frequency that accompanies a rise in the DC
voltage due to a power imbalance in the DC links. The authors of [64] employed this type of
action for reducing electromagnetic wind power generation. However, this method can be
used only with wind turbines based on an induction generator, e.g., a doubly fed induction
generator (DFIG). The FRT control strategies proposed in [63] and [57] involve the same
actions, i.e., a drop in the AC voltage or a rise in the frequency, in order to trigger the FRT
rules for controlling DFIG and permanent-magnet-synchronous generator (PMSG) wind
turbines. With respect to DFIGs, an AC voltage-level drop or a frequency rise reduces the
electromagnetic wind power generation incorporated with the FRT controller proposed in
[65] and [66] in order to limit inrush currents by restricting the rotor current. In a PMSG
controller, under specific conditions, the voltage or the frequency signals trigger the FRT
rules, as proposed in [67], [68].
2.6.4 Permanent GS-VSC outage scenario
The previously mentioned FRT control strategies were originally proposed for point-to-
point HVDC links in order to mitigate the effects of a temporary AC fault, in a connected
onshore AC grid, which leads to a temporary outage of the power-receiving VSC, i.e., a
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grid-side VSC (GS-VSC). These strategies were also applied on MT HVDC systems by
the authors of [57]. In the case of permanent or long-time onshore converter outages,
point-to-point HVDC link must be turned off, and FRT strategies are therefore unneces-
sary. Nevertheless, in MT HVDC networks, the system must continue to operate in order
to deliver power to the non-faulted terminals. The permanent or long-time onshore con-
verter outage case scenarios in MT HVDC system were not studied in literature, and the
previously proposed FRT control strategies for onshore AC grid faults were not tested on
such scenarios. The use of power-absorption based FRT control strategies with permanent
onshore converter outages is limited by the thermal capacity of the DC chopper resistance
or by the storage capacity of the FESS. The fast wind power control strategies proposed
in [65], [66], [67], and [69], which are based on wind generator FRT control, limit the wind
generator current and power through on/off control and produce a high degree of oscilla-
tion in the wind power, the WF AC voltage, and the HVDC voltage, as revealed in the
simulation results for those studies.
2.7 Discussion
Through the literature provided in this chapter, it is clear that adequate work has been
performed with respect to power sharing control in MT VSC-HVDC transmission systems
to meet certain power sharing schemes while regulating the system voltage. The reliable
techniques, with acceptable accuracy, are distributed direct voltage control or DC voltage
droop control. Neither method needs fast communication, while the droop based control
systems are characterized by lower sensitivity to the variation in power generation and
higher stability in case of communication loss. However, active power sharing control based
on predefined desired sharing scheme is not covered in previous works. In addition, previous
researchers did not take into account DC voltage transient dynamics when selecting the
droop parameters in their proposed power-sharing control algorithms.
Furthermore, most of the literature dealing with VSCs local controller parameters tun-
ing takes into consideration the VSC dynamic only, regardless of the system dynamics
and the interactions between the system components, which therefore cannot guarantee
optimum dynamic performance. In addition, due to the nonlinearity of the MT HVDC
transmission system, any change in the system operating point affects the dynamic per-
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formance and stability of the system. A few studies performed the tuning algorithm for
the VSC controller parameters while also taking the dynamics of the system into consid-
eration in point-to-point VSC-HVDC transmission link, or in MT HVDC system but with
simplified VSC models, which do not include all parameters and control loops. The works
that studied the small signal stability of the MT VSC-HVDC based offshore wind farms
integration system did not take into consideration the dynamics of the DC grid lines.
While sufficient work has been done in the area of DC overvoltage control during a
temporary converter outage, caused by an AC fault in the onshore grid, in offshore wind
farm integration systems based on point-to-point HVDC transmission, few of them deal
with MT VSC-HVDC networks. However, in the case of permanent or long-time onshore
converter outages, point-to-point HVDC link must be turned off, and FRT strategies are
therefore unnecessary. Nevertheless, in MT HVDC networks, the system must continue to
operate in order to deliver power to the non-faulted terminals. The permanent or long-time
onshore converter outage case scenarios in MT HVDC system were not studied in literature,
and the previously proposed FRT control strategies for onshore AC grid faults were not
tested on such scenarios. By performing an investigation on these cases. Using such
strategies to deal with permanent VSC outages is either infeasible, such as with DC chopper
and FESS methods, or produces large oscillations in the system variables, such as fast wind
power reduction methods. These oscillations arise as a result of the use of discontinuous
(on/off) control rules in the wind generators. Accordingly, a new communication-free
DC overvoltage control strategy is needed to relief the effects of permanent onshore VSC
outages in offshore MT HVDC systems by regulating the DC voltage of the HVDC network






In order to perform any transient or steady-state analysis on MT VSC-HVDC transmission
systems, the electromechanical transient dynamics and steady state models of the system
components should be clarified. In this chapter, the transient models of the MT VSC-
HVDC system components and the DC network steady-state model are provided. These
models are used in building the system simulation model, establishing a small signal state-
space model that can be used in small signal stability studies in chapter 5, and tuning the
converter control parameters. Furthermore, the steady-state models of the system compo-
nents are important in building the power flow algorithms used in any voltage regulation
and power sharing algorithm in chapter 5.
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3.2 Dynamic Modeling of The MT VSC-HVDC Sys-
tem
In this section the dynamic equations of the system components, which describes the
system dynamic performance, are provided. As explained in section 2.2, there are two
main components of the MT HVDC system: the VSCs stations and the DC network. In
case of a VSC is connected to a weak AC grid, the dynamic model of the connected Ac grid
should be considered in the overall system modeling. Therefore, the dynamic differential
equations of the overall system can be divided into three groups: the VSC, the AC grid
and the DC grid. To simplify the process of building the state-space model of the system,
the VSC AC filter capacitor equation is added to the AC grid model, and the VSC DC
capacitor is added to the DC lines capacitors and their equation is added to the DC network
model [17]. As shown in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: HVDC system components and models
3.2.1 Dynamic model of the system VSCs stations
In the MT VSC-HVDC transmission system, there two types of converters: grid side
converters (GS VSC) and wind farm converters (WF VSC). All the VSCs in the system
have the same inner control loops. However, their outer loops are different based on the
mode of operation. In this work, all power input GS VSCs, i.e., rectifiers, operate in
constant power control mode, all power output GS VSC, i.e., inverters, operate in droop
control mode to regulate the DC voltage and control the power sharing. On the other
hand, the WF VSC operates in AC voltage and frequency control mode.
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The AC reactor model and the inner control loops
The inner loop is used to control the Ac reactor current dq components to achieve the
set-points from the outer loops. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are the dynamic equations of

























where Rf and Lf are the resistance and inductance of the phase reactor, ucd and ucq
are the converter terminal voltage AC components in dq-frame, utd and utq are the d,q AC
voltage components of the voltage at the PCC, ifd and ifq are Phase reactor current ac
components in dq-frame, and ω is the AC grid frequency in rad/sec.
The dq current components are controlled by adjusting the reference converter voltage
u∗cd and u
∗
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v∗cq = −Kpin(i
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fq − ifq) (3.6)
where Kpin and Kiin are the proportional and integral gains of the inner PI controller,
and Md and Mq are the auxiliary states of the inner loop integral controller.
the signal processing and the valve switching dynamics of the converter can be modeled












switching frequency FSW is very high, greater than 1 kHz, the dynamics of the converter
delay can be neglected.




θpll = Kppllutq +Mpll (3.8)
d
dt
Mpll = Kipllutq (3.9)


























To couple the AC side with the DC side of the VSC, we assume that the converter
switches are lossless. Hence, the DC active power is equal to the AC active power at PCC
subtracting the losses in Rf , as in (3.12):











The outer control loops
In this work, there are three different types of the VSCs based on the control mode:
Droop controlled GS VSCs, Constant power controlled VSCs, and AC voltage-frequency
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controlled WF VSCs. This subsection provides the modeling of the outer control loop of
the three types.
Constant power control mode
This control mode is used in rectification mode VSCs, in which the reference dq current
signals is calculated by the outer loops to control active and reactive power flow through the
converter. Equations (3.14) to (3.17) are the outer control loops equations of the constant
power control:
i∗fd = Kpd(P
∗ − P ) +Nd (3.14)
i∗fq = −Kpq(Q




∗ − P ) (3.16)
d
dt
Nd = −Kiq(Q∗ −Q) (3.17)
where P and Q are the measured imported/exported active and reactive of the VSC.
P = utd igd + utq igq (3.18)
Q = utq igd − utd igq (3.19)
DC voltage droop control mode
For the droop controlled VSCs, the outer loop is the same as that of the constant power
controlled VSCs. However, instead of using constant reference signal, the reference signal
of the active power is calculated by the DC voltage droop equation (2.3).
AC voltage and frequency controlled VSCs
For wind farms or isolated grids, the HVDC VSC station acts as the AC slack bus
for the entire grid and carries the responsibility of controlling the AC voltage and the
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frequency. In wind farms, the HVDC terminal controls the AC voltage and the frequency,
while the wind generators control their output active and reactive powers. The Ac voltage
level at the PCC of the WF VSC is controlled by controlling its dq components through
the outer loop of the local controller as in (3.20) and (3.21). On the other hand, instead of
measuring the frequency using a PLL as in the grid-frequency imposed VSCs, a constant
frequency signal is applied to a VCO to emulate the PLL and generate the reference frame
transformation angle required for the transformation from the abc frame to the dqo frame
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tq − utq) (3.23)
3.2.2 Dynamic model of the AC grid
In this work, the AC grid is modeled by its reduced order Thévenin equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 3.1. which is consists of a voltage source as a slack bus and a series complex
impedance. The magnitude of the equivalent impedance Zg is based on the short circuit
ratio of the AC grid (3.24), and this magnitude is considered the main difference between
a stiff (a strong) grid and a weak grid [19], [70] and [46]. And the values of the equivalent
resistance Rg and inductance Lg are calculated from the X/R ratio, as the angle of the
impedance is calculated from φg = tan
−1(X
R






The dynamic equations of the AC grid equivalent circuit and the AC filter capacitor










































ifq − ω utd (3.28)
where the ugd and ugq are the real and imaginary components of the grid voltage in dq
frame, which is the reference frame of the VSC. In steady-state operation, the dq frame is
synchronized with the AC grid reference frame (xy), i,e,. θplldq = θpllxy . And in case of the
occurrence of any disturbances, the dynamics of the PLL shifts the dq frame from the xy
frame by a certain angle θ during the transient period. Hence, θplldq = θpllxy +θ. Therefore,
in order to couple the two reference frames, the grid voltage ugxy is transferred to the dq
frame as follows:
ugd = Ûgcos(δ)sin(θplldq)− Ûgsin(δ)cos(θplldq) (3.29)
ugq = Ûgcos(δ)cos(θplldq) + Ûgsin(δ)sin(θplldq) (3.30)
where Ûg is the magnitude of the grid voltage, and δ is angle between the grid voltage
ug and the voltage at the PCC ut.
In wind farms, the outer voltage control loops dynamics are decoupled by the feed
forward apart from the wind farm grid dynamics. Therefore, the wind farm AC grid is
modeled as an ideal three-phase current source in parallel with the AC filter capacitor.
The value of the WF VSC input current ig =
Sg
3V̂t
, and the dynamic equations of the WF
AC grid are (3.27) and (3.28).
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3.2.3 Dynamic model of the HVDC network
In this work, the DC cables and lines are modeled by the equivalent π-sections model. as
shown in Fig. 3.1. For every ith DC bus, the ith VSC’s DC capacitor is combined with
the cable equivalent capacitance at that bus, resulting in a dynamic differential equation
for the DC voltage VDCi at the bus i (3.31). For the DC lines between the buses i and j,
















Iij + VDCi − VDCj ,
∑
Iij, ∀i ∈ NB & j ∈ nb. (3.32)
where IDCi is the output current of the VSC at the i
th bus, Ci = CDCi+0.5
∑
Cij,∀i, j ∈
NB, Rij, Lij and Cij are the equivalent parameters (resistance , inductance and capacitance,
respectively) of the line between buses i and j.
3.3 Steady-State Model of the MT HVDC Network
To implement the OPF algorithm responsible for calculating the optimal droop-control
reference voltages, the steady-state model of the MT VSC-HVDC network is derived. In
this model, DC transmission lines are assumed to be purely resistive. Equation (3.33) is






GijVj−Pi= 0 ∀ i ∈ NB j ∈ nb (3.33)
where Gij = 1/Rij is the line conductance between buses i and j; Pi is the net input
power of the converter i (from bus i to converter i); Vi and Vj are the DC voltages of the
ith and jth buses, respectively; and Gii =
∑
Gij ∀ i ∈ NB &j ∈ nb
In MT HVDC networks, there are three types of buses in the network (power output
buses, power input buses, and connection buses), the power flow equations are as follows:
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Power Output Buses : The buses, which are connected to the current droop-
control converters, using the droop equation (2.3) and substituting it into (3.33) gives the











Power Input Buses : Equation (3.33) is the load flow equation for the bus that is
connected to a rectification mode converter and whose output power is controlled through
a constant power controller. At steady-state, the output power of that converter equals its






GijVj−P ∗i = 0 ∀ i ∈M (3.35)
where Pi is the active power of the i
th power input converter.
Connection Buses : The connection bus is the bus that is not connected to any






GijVj= 0 ∀ i ∈ O (3.36)
whereN , M , and O are the sets of the output, input, and connection buses, respectively;
Ii is the input or output DC current at the ith node; and Voi and RDi are the droop-control
parameters of the converter at the ith node.
3.4 Discussion
Through this chapter, A mathematical modeling of MT VSC-HVDC is illustrated for both
transient and steady-state dynamics. The steady- state modeling is presented to be used
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in chapter 4 for the load flow analysis and optimal power sharing control algorithms, while,
the transient dynamics mathematical modeling equation is used for deriving the linearized
state-space model of the MT VSC-HVDC transmission system to be used in the proposed
tuning methodology in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4





In this chapter a power-sharing control strategy that utilizes an adaptive voltage-droop
scheme is provided. In the proposed power-sharing control strategy, the voltage-droop
parameters are optimally selected as a means of achieving accurate power-sharing based
on the desired shares, which are optimized in advance by the system operator in order to
fulfill the active power requirements of the connected AC grids to achieve their local oper-
ating objectives, while also including consideration of the DC voltage dynamics, including
transient and steady-state performance.
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4.2 Proposed Power-Sharing Control Strategy
The proposed power-sharing controller is a two-level hierarchal controller [72]. Its layout
in Fig. 4.1 includes a high-level supervisory centralized controller that computes and sends
the optimal droop parameters (i.e., RD and Vo) to the primary controller of the power
output converters. In order to achieve the main two objectives of the control strategy,
which are the DC voltage dynamics enhancement and the power-sharing control accuracy
improvement, the supervisory controller selects the optimal droop parameters in two steps
following receipt of the required data: the DC network configuration and parameters, the
available input power, and the desired power shares. At the beginning, the optimal droop
gains of the droop-controlled converters (i.e., output converters) are selected once using the
methodology explained in subsection 4.2.1. However, this process should be repeated for
each change in the HVDC network configuration (i.e., a change in the number of converters
due to a converter entering or exiting the service, or a change in the DC network topology
because of the connection or disconnection of DC links).
Figure 4.1: Structure of the proposed MT VSC-HVDC power-sharing controller
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After selecting the droop gains, the supervisory controller chooses the optimal values
for the droop reference voltage using the power sharing control algorithm explained in
subsection 4.2.2. The data required for performing this process is the power available to
be input to the HVDC network, specifically, the generation from connected wind farms,
which can be obtained from the forecasted data, and/or the surplus active power that can
be imported from connected AC grids. An additional requirement is the desired percentage
shares, which is set by the operator based on a variety of scenarios. For example, in the
priority-sharing scheme, one of the power output converters would be assigned the priority
of absorbing a specific amount of active power, while the other converters would share
the extra power. The power shares may change based on the power trading that takes
place during the day. This process is repeated periodically so that the percentage shares is
maintained at the desired value. The updating rate of the droop parameters is set based
on the rate of change of the wind power. Any deviation in the input power produces
a deviation in the output buses voltage level, which in turn affects the power-sharing
accuracy. Hence, the faster the update rate, the better the power-sharing accuracy given
reliable communication speed.
4.2.1 Methodology for selecting the optimal droop gains
The value of the droop gain affects the system DC voltage dynamics as a result of the
change in the DC power input to the system (i.e., active power that is delivered by wind
farm VSCs). As revealed in the simulation results presented below, changing the droop
gain value affects both transient and steady-state DC voltage dynamics. Increasing the
droop gains tends to improve the transient response of the DC voltage, and the accuracy
of the power-sharing increases as the sensitivity of the sharing to transmission line resis-
tance decreases; however, the steady-state voltage level at the DC network buses increases
and may exceed the upper voltage limits (+5%) [21]. The small-signal stability analysis
expressed in section (4.2.2) confirms that the system is stable for any positive droop gain
value. When the droop gains are increased, all of the eigenvalues become increasingly
negative without any effect on the damping frequency. The objective of the proposed
methodology is the selection of the optimal droop-gain values that will lead to the best
possible DC voltage transient response to variations in input power or an output converter
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Figure 4.2: Average model of an MT VSC-HVDC system
outage, without changes in the system parameters and without violating the voltage limits
[73].
In this work, to study the DC voltage transient as a function of the droop gains, a
state-space model of the MT HVDC system is derived for the droop-gain selection. The
dynamics associated with the converter switching and the harmonics are not considered.
Thus, the VSCs are represented by their average models, in which the DC side is modeled as
a current source with a capacitor in parallel, see Fig. 4.2 [21], [74]. However, the derivation
of the system model are based on a main assumption, which is the inner and the outer
control loops of the onshore VSCs are assumed to be well designed and to have a first
or second order filter response. According to these assumptions, the AC voltage at the
point of common coupling of the onshore VSC is not affected by the power flow through
the converter. Furthermore, in the offshore wind farms, the VSC controls the frequency
and the AC voltage. The AC voltage level at the wind farm VSC terminals is controlled
regardless of the amount of power flowing through the converter. In addition, according to
the small signal stability analysis in [38], the critical modes, i.e., the most right eigenvalues,
are mostly associated with the DC network and the droop controller states. Hence, the
DC voltage dynamics are further influenced by the DC network parameters and the droop
gains. Accordingly, each VSC is represented by a current source in parallel with a DC
capacitor. This representation is also used for droop controlled DGs in DC microgrids [40]:
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The DC current values of the droop-controlled VSCs can be calculated using (2.2), and
for any ith power input VSC, its output DC current value Ii is proportional to its incoming
active power Pi, assuming that its voltage Vi always remains close to its nominal value















(Vi − Vj), ∀ i ∈ NB & j ∈ nb. (4.2)
where Rij and Lij are the resistance and inductance of the DC link between nodes i and
j, respectively; Vi and Vj are the DC voltages of nodes i and j, respectively; and Iij is the
current flows from node i to node j. All DC line connecting the DC buses are numbered
from 1 to T in the state space model, where T is the total number of the DC lines. Thus,
they are numbered from Il1 to IlT .
Buses Equations :
For power output (droop-based buses), the closed loop transfer function of the DC
voltage controller, in which the reference voltage Ii
∗ is calculated by the droop equation








where τC is the time constant of the VSC. From (4.3) the dynamic differential equation





Ii + Ii, ∀ i ∈ N. (4.4)
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where NB, N , M , and O are the sets of the total, output, input, and connection buses,
respectively; nb is the set of buses connected to bus i; Ii is the input or output DC current
at the ith node; and Voi and RDi are the droop-control parameters of the converter at the
ith node. From equations (4.2) and (4.5) to (4.7) the state-space model can be represented
as follows:
ẋDC = ADC xDC +BDC uDC , yDC = CDC xDC (4.10)
where
xDC=[Il1 . . .IlT V1. . . VN+M+P ]
T
uDC = [Vo1 . . . VoN . . . IN+1 IN+2 . . . IN+M ]
T
yDC = [V1V2 . . . VN+M ]
T
To find a direct relation between the voltage deviation at the input buses and the
variation in the input currents, the state-space model is modified through linearization as
follows:
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∆ẋDC = ADC ∆xDC +BDC ∆uDC , ∆yDC = CDC ∆xDC (4.11)
where
∆xDC=[∆il1 . . . ∆ilT ∆V1. . . ∆V N+M+P ]
T
∆uDC=[∆IN+1 ∆IN+2. . . .. ∆IN+M ]
T= ∆I










0 · · · 1
CN+M

where ∆I is the vector of the input bus incoming current, ∆V is the vector of the
input bus voltage, and Rl and Ll are the resistance and inductance of the DC line.
To find a relation between the steady-state voltage deviation and input power variations
as a function of the droop gains, the transfer matrix of the system in 4.11, which is a
function in the droop gains, as indicated in (4.12), and the steady-state gain matrix (4.13)








The steady-state voltage deviation ∆V ss due to a change in the input current can then be
calculated as follows:
∆V ss = H. ∆Iss (4.14)
The maximum possible voltage deviation in the system is found from:
∆V max=||H. ∆Imax||∞ (4.15)
where ∆Imax = [ ∆IN+1max ∆IN+2max . . . .. ∆IN+Mmax]
T is the vector containing the max-
imum possible changes in the input currents. To achieve the objective of this methodology,
the real part absolute value of the least negative eigenvalue of the transition matrix A is
maximized, thus guaranteeing the minimization of the real part of all of the eigenvalues
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and hence enhancing the maximum overshoot and settling time of the voltage. The optimal




where σmax is the maximum real part of the system eigenvalues. The objective function is
subject to the following constraints:
∆Vmax(z) ≤VDCmax −Vomax (4.17)
where z is the vector of the droop-controlled VSC droop gains as follows:
z=[RD1 . . .RDN ]
T (4.18)
Vomax is the largest no-load voltage value, which becomes the upper bound of the volt-
age reference values in the DC OPF algorithm, as explained in the next subsection, and
∆Vmaxouti (z) is the steady-state maximum DC voltage deviation as a result of the discon-
nection of the output converter i. The value of ∆Vmaxouti (z) is calculated for all possible
single output converter outage scenarios by using equations (4.12) to (4.15), but with the
value of the disconnected converter i droop gain is set to GDi =
1
RDi
= 0. The value of
Vomax is selected to be greater than the mid-point between Vdcmax and Vdcmin as in (4.19).
Hence, when the power flow direction is reversed in an output converter the DC voltage
will not violate the Vdcminat the selected droop gains, which is selected to prevent the DC





In optimal droop gain selection methodology, the selection of the droop gain can be
adjusted by changing the values of Vomax or∆Imax. Selecting a lower Vomax value results in
a higher droop gain without violation of the voltage limits, which increases the accuracy
of the power-sharing. For extreme variations, the ∆Imax vector elements are selected to
represent the maximum change in the current and thus equal the twice rated current for
the onshore grids VSCs or the rated current for wind farm VSCs. However, under normal
operating conditions, fewer variations in active power occur because it does not change
from zero to the rated value. Hence, ∆Imax elements can be selected as the maximum
possible change in the current during a specific period based on forecasted data. In this
case, the droop-gain selection step could be repeated periodically whenever the value of
∆Imax changes.
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4.2.2 Optimal adaptive droop power-sharing control
The objective of the algorithm is the selection of optimal droop-control reference volt-
ages for the output converters in order to achieve accurate active power-sharing based
on optimized-predetermined desired shares. The algorithm is formulated as expressed in
(4.20) to (4.28):








where ei is the difference between a) the desired percentage share n
∗
i , which is set by
the operator in order to define the percentage share of the total input power of each output
converter, and b) the actual share of the power output by the i th VSC, as calculated by
(4.21); v is the vector of the output reference (no-load) voltages of the converters and the








where Pi is the power output through the i
th VSC that can be calculated from 2.3. PG is the
total power input to the HVDC network, i.e., the summation of the reference power values
of the constant power-controlled converters in (4.22), and Ploss is the total transmission











The objective function is subject to the following constraints:
g (v,P ) =[g1. . .gNB]
T= 0 (4.24)
Vdcmin≤Vi≤Vdcmax , ∀ i∈NB (4.25)
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Vomini≤V oi≤Vomax , ∀ i∈N (4.26)
|Pi| ≤Pimax , ∀ i∈N∪M (4.27)
Idck≤Idckmax , ∀ k∈L (4.28)
where L is the set of DC network links. Equation (4.24) shows the nonlinear equality
constraints, where, g1 to gN is represented by (3.34), gN+1 to gN+M equals (3.35), and
(3.36) shows the value of gN+M+1 to gNB. In the non-equality constraints (4.25) to (4.28),
Vdcmin and Vdcmax are the lower and upper DC voltage terminal limits, respectively; Pimax
indicates the maximum power of the ith converter; and the maximum DC current capacity
of the link k is denoted by Idckmax , and Vomini is the minimum no-load voltage value for the
converter i. The value of Vomini is calculated for every output converter by (4.29) in order
to avoid the violation of the lower DC voltage limit after any power flow direction reversal
in the output converter i.
Vomini = Vdcmin +
RDi Pratedi
Vdcmin
,∀ i ∈ N (4.29)
where RDi and Pratedi are the droop gain and the rated active power of the i
th output
converter.
This optimal power flow optimization problem, which is nonlinearly constrained, is solved
using a trust region reflective optimization algorithm [76].
4.3 Simulation Results
The proposed control strategy was validated on the CIGRE B4 DC grid test system, which
includes two onshore AC grids and four offshore AC grids (wind farms). The AC grids
are connected by three HVDC grids: DCS1, DCS2, and DCS3, with seven VSCs overall.
Detailed system data can be found in [2].
In this work, the modified bipolar 400 KV DC grid DCS3 meshed HVDC grid (Fig. 4.3)
was only used as a test system after some modifications, with two-offshore wind farms, D
and C, connected to onshore AC grids A, B and E through overhead and cable DC links.
AC grid B has two VSCs that interface with DCS3: Cb-B1 and Cb-B2 at buses: B1 and
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Figure 4.3: Modified CIGRE B4 DC grid test system (DCS3) [2]
B2, respectively. AC grids A and E, and wind farms D1 and C2 are connected to the
DCS3 DC grid through VSCs: Cb-A1 at bus B4, Cb-E1 at bus B3, Cb-C2 at bus B5, and
Cb-D1 at bus B6. The converter parameters and line data are as stated in Table 4.1 and
Table 4.2, respectively. Per unit data were calculated based on common base values, as
follows: Sbase = 1200 MVA, Vdcbase = 400 KV onshore and offshore VACbase = 120KV , The
DC voltage limits of the system were set to be + 5 % and -10 %.
Based on predefined active power-sharing scheme, converters Cb-B1, Cb-B2, and Cd-E1
share the active power delivered to the DC grid, which is the summation of the power
generated by wind farms C and D and that imported from AC grid A. The DSC3 grid
buses are thus divided into three types of buses: three power output buses (B1, B2, and
B3); three power input buses (B4, B5, and B6); and one connection bus (B7). To achieve
this sharing scheme, the proposed supervisory controller selects and sends the optimal
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droop parameters (i.e., RD and Vo to converters Cb-B1 and Cb-B2 and to the Cd-E1
voltage-droop controller.
Table 4.1: Converter Station Data per Pole
Cb-A1 Cb-B1 Cb-B2 Cb-C2 Cb-D2 Cd-E1
Srated [MW] 1200 1200 1200 400 800 1000
Rf [Ω] 0.403 0.403 0.403 1.21 0.605 1.92
Lf [mH] 33 33 33 98 49 800
Cf [F] 3.3 3.3 3.3 33 33 3.3
Cdc [F] 450 450 450 150 300 334
Table 4.2: Lines Data
R [Ω/km] L [mH/km] C [µF/km] G [µF/km] Imax [A]
DC OHL 400 kV 0.0114 0.9356 0.0123 - 3500
DC Cable 400 kV 0.0095 2.112 0.1906 0.048 2265
AC cable 145 kV 0.0843 0.2526 0.1837 0.041 715
AC OHL 380 kV 0.02 0.8532 0.0135 - 3555
4.3.1 Effects of changing droop gains
The state-space model of the test system DC network is derived from (4.11) and the
modeling steps explained in section 4.2. with the selection of the lines’ currents and DC
buses’ voltages as the system states and the DC voltages at the input buses as the outputs,
the system state space model (4.11) matrices are derived in the appendix.
Fig. 4.4b shows the effects of the droop-gain value on the DC voltage dynamics due to a
step change in the input power (Fig. 4.4a), based on the assumption that all droop-control
converters have the same RD with Ro = 0.95. Increasing the value of the droop gain tends
to improve the transient performance of the DC voltage; however, the deviation in the
steady-state voltage increases and may violate voltage limits.
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The small-signal stability study shows the system to be stable for all positive droop gain
values and indicates that the system eigenvalues become increasingly negative as the droop
gains rise, thus improving transient performance, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4: Changes in droop gains: (a) Step change in the input converter power. (b)
Effect of the droop gain values on the DC voltage dynamics.
The supervisory controller selects the optimal droop gain for the system by setting
the maximum change in the input currents to equal the p.u. rated power values of the
power input converters, so ∆Imax = [1, 0.666, 0.334]
T p.u. The optimal droop gains
at two different Vomax values are shown in Table 4.3. As indicated in Fig.4.6, selecting
a lower Vomax value results in higher droop gain values, and thus more accurate power-
sharing with an enhanced dynamic response, all without violating the DC voltage limits
at the power input buses.
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Figure 4.5: Movement of the eigenvalues due to the RD incremental from 0.001 to 1
Fig. 4.6 shows the DC voltage transient response after a converter outage in the Cb-E1
converter at second 10 as shown in Fig. 4.7. In this case, all power input converters deliver
their rated power. The droop parameters of the output converters are set at Vo = 0.95p.u.
and the RD droop gains at the values that are listed in Table 4.3. As can be seen in
Fig. 4.6, the selected droop gains by the droop gain selection methodology prevented the
DC voltage from exceeding the upper limit.
Table 4.3: Optimum Droop Gains Values
Vomax [p.u.] Cb-B1 Cb-B2 Cd-E1
1 0.01232 0.01249 0.01249




Figure 4.6: DC voltages of the input buses: a) Vomax = 0.95; b) Vomax = 1
Figure 4.7: Active power of onshore power output converters during a converter outage.
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4.3.2 Power-sharing base case
In this case, the active power delivered to the DC network by power input converters
Cb-A1, Cb-C2, and Cb-D1 is equal to their rated power. The imported active power
is shared among Cb-B1, Cb-B2, and Cd-E1 according to the desired percentage-shares
of 30%:30%:40%, respectively. Their droop gains are set as in Table 4.3, with V omax =
0.95 p.u. Based on the available input power, desired shares, and droop-gain values, the
proposed supervisory controller selects the optimal voltage reference for the power output
controllers in order to achieve accurate power-sharing. Table 4.4 summarizes the results of
the power flow for this case scenario. As can be seen, the optimal no-load voltage values
produce actual power shares that are very close to the desired shares, while the DC voltage
levels of the HVDC network are maintained within the recommended limits. The results
reveal that the proposed control strategy provided accurate power-sharing control based
on the desired sharing scheme.
Table 4.4: Power flow results for the base case scenario
DC Bus Bus Type Droop Parameters Voltage Power Percentage Share
(RD , Vo) [p.u.] [p.u.] n
B1 Droop 0.0305, 0.9635 0.98145 -0.5885 29.99%
B2 Droop 0.0500, 0.9401 0.97042 -0.5885 29.99%
B3 Droop 0.0273, 0.9587 0.98058 -0.7847 40.02%
B4 P - 0.996 1 -
B5 P - 0.99975 0.6667 -
B6 P - 0.99113 0.3333 -
B7 Connection - 0.9782 - -
However, if the input power to the HVDC system is changed and the no-load voltage
values are not updated to the optimal values, the power-sharing control accuracy will be
deteriorated and the deviation of the actual power shares from the desired shares will
increase. Table V shows a power-sharing scenario with different input power. Two cases
are considered: the first case is without optimizing the droop controller no-load voltage
values after the input power diversion from the base case scenario values. The second case
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is updating the no-load voltage values corresponding to the new input power. The new
input powers are 0.5, 0.5, and 0.333 p.u. for VSCs Cb-A1, Cb-C2 and Cb-D1, respectively.
The droop gains of the droop controllers are kept the same as the base case scenario.
As can be concluded from the percentage shares (n) of the case of using non-optimal
parameters and percentage shares (n) of the optimal parameter case in Table 4.5, which
represent, the actual percentage shares of both cases, the accuracy of the power-sharing
control worsened when the droop controller no-load voltage values are not updated. These
findings demonstrate the importance of the proposed control strategy in improving the
accuracy of power-sharing.
Table 4.5: Power flow results after changing the input power with and without optimal
no-load voltage values
Non-optimal Optimal
DC Bus Vo V [p.u.] P [p.u.] n Vo V [p.u.] P [p.u.] n
B1 0.9311 0.9692 0.3549 26.97% 0.9327 0.9748 0.3946 29.98%
B2 0.9101 0.9611 0.4092 31.09% 0.9183 0.9672 0.3946 29.98%
B3 0.992 0.9692 0.5518 41.93% 0.9199 0.9751 0.5271 40.04%
B4 - 0.9782 0.5 - - 0.9838 0.5 -
B5 - 0.9822 0.5 - - 0.9879 0.5 -
B6 - 0.9773 0.3333 - - 0.9832 0.3333 -
B7 - 0.9666 - - - 0.9724 - -
4.3.3 Sharing of variable-input-power case
This case demonstrates the ability of the control strategy to deal with input power caused
by fluctuations in offshore wind farm generation or surplus power from AC grid A. Fig. 4.8
shows random variable power imported from wind farms C2 and D1 and from AC grid A.
Converters Cb-B1, Cb-B2, and Cd-E1 share power according to the same sharing scheme
as in the base case, 30%:30%:40%, respectively. The no-load voltage values of the droop
controlled VSCs were calculated and updated every 1 second based on the droop gains listed
in Table 4.3 at Vomax = 0.95 p.u. As can be seen in Fig. 4.9, the active power-sharing
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among the output converters Cb-B1, Cb-B2, and Cd-E1 follows the desired percentage
shares. At any instant, the sharing ratio is fixed, and because of transmission losses in
the DC network, the total output power is slightly less than the total input power. The
DC voltage level at all DC buses is within limits, as indicated in Fig. 4.10. These results
show the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy in improving the accuracy of the
power-sharing in the case of variable input power.
Figure 4.8: Variations in the input power.
Figure 4.9: Power sharing between output converters.
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Figure 4.10: DC voltages of the buses with power variations.
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, an OPF-based adaptive voltage-droop control strategy for power-sharing
control, based on predefined desired power shares, and voltage regulation for MT VSC-
HVDC based offshore wind farms integration system. The strategy has a two-layer hi-
erarchal control structure, in which, the primary level of the power output converters,
which share the incoming power, includes an adaptive voltage-droop controller. Where,
the droop-gain and no-load voltage parameters are selected by the supervisory controller
in order to achieve specific objectives: enhancing DC voltage dynamics and arriving at an
accurate ratio for power-sharing control. To meet these objectives, an optimum droop-gain
selection methodology, which includes consideration of the enhancement of DC voltage dy-
namics, was proposed as a means of improving the transient response of the DC voltage
to changes in the input power without violating voltage limits. Optimal droop-reference
voltages were then established by the proposed DC OPF-based power-sharing control al-
gorithm. In all of the simulation results, the proposed control strategy determined an
accurate ratio of power-sharing control, thus eliminating the drawbacks associated with
conventional voltage-droop control. The proposed control strategy is used in controlling
the steady state operation of the system. However, due the nonlinearity of the MT VSC-
HVDC system and the change in the operating conditions, the VSC local controller pa-
rameters need to be tuned for optimal dynamic performance, which will be performed by
the tuning methodology that is proposed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
MT HVDC VSCs Local Controller
Gains Tuning Methodology
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a tuning methodology is proposed for selecting the optimum local con-
troller parameters of the VSCs in an offshore MT HVDC network to enhance the transient
performance and the small-signal stability of the system. As part of the proposed method-
ology, the derivation of the aggregated linearized state-space model of a MT VSC-HVDC
based offshore wind farm integration system is provided. Based on the derived model,
a small-signal stability analysis is performed to show the modes interactions and define
the dominant eigenvalues of the system. At the end of this chapter, the validation of the
proposed methodology is performed by applying it to the Cigre B4 MT VSC-HVDC using
Matlab/Simulink software.
5.2 MT VSC-HVDC Linearized State-Space Model
The linearized state-space model of the MT VSC-HVDC transmission system is derived
from the dynamic equations of the system components and control system stated in chapter
3. To make the state-space system model generic and easy to be modified based according
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to the system configuration, the system model is divided into multiple cascaded subsystems,
as shown in Fig. 5.1. All VSCs has the same inner loop model, the differences between
them are in the outer loop and the model of the connected grid.
Figure 5.1: Linearized state-space model structure.
In this work, there are three types of outer control loops: rectification mode GS-VSC,
inversion mode GS-VSC and the WF-VSC. The first type operates in constant power
control mode, the second operates in droop control mode, and the third controls the AC
voltage and frequency of the WF grid.
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5.2.1 GS VSC linearized state-space model
Inner control loop and PLL
The inner control loop is common for all types of VSCs. In GS-VSC, the dynamics equa-
tions of the inner current control loop and the PLL are used to derive the linearized
state-space model of the is subsystem. However, in WF-VSC, there is no PLL. Hence, only
the inner loop dynamic equations are used in the inner loop subsystem model derivation.
GS-VSC inner loop State space model
By linearizing equations (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), (3.9), ((3.10) and (3.11), the inner loop plus
PLL linearized model is derived to be as in (5.1):
∆ẋi = Ai ∆xi +Biac ∆ucac +Bidc ∆ucdc +Bir ∆uir
∆yiac = Ciac ∆xi +Diac1 ∆ucac +Dcdc1 ∆uidc +Dir1 ∆uir




∆ifd ∆ifq ∆Md ∆Mq ∆θpll ∆Mpll
]T
; ∆uiac = [∆igd ∆igq ∆utd ∆utq ]
T ;




; ∆yidc = [∆Idc]; and the state-space model
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 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
; Cidc = [ 1.5∗uotdV odc 1.5∗uotqV odc 0 0 0 0 ];
Diac1 =
 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
; Diac2 = [ 0 0 0 0 ]; Dir1 =























Outer control loop model
There are two types of outer control loops in GS-VSCs. For VSCs operate as rectifiers,
the outer control loop controls the active and reactive power at constant reference values.
However, for the outer control loops of the VSCs, operate as inverters, the active power
reference is calculated by the droop equation (2.3).
The linearized state-space model of the outer loop is derived from the linearized equa-
tions of (3.14) to (3.17), and the state-space model is as follows:
∆ẋo = Ao ∆xo +Boac ∆ucac +Bodc ∆ucdc +Bor ∆uir
∆yo = Co ∆xo +Doac ∆ucac +Dodc ∆uidc +Dor ∆uor
(5.2)
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The overall converter model
The overall converter model is derived by making ∆uir = ∆yo with the substitution in
(5.1). The overall converter model is as follows:
∆ẋc = Ac ∆xc +Bcac ∆ucac +Bcdc ∆ucdc +Bcr ∆ucr
∆ycac = Ccac ∆xc +Dcac1 ∆ucac +Dcdc1 ∆ucdc +Dcr1 ∆uir




























































The AC grid model
The AC grid model is derived from (3.25) to (3.30) after the linearization. Hence, the AC
grid model is as follows:
∆ẋg = Ag ∆xg +Bg ∆ug
∆yg = Cg ∆xg
(5.4)
where ∆xg = [∆igd ∆igq ∆utd ∆utq ]






















0 0 −∆Û og cos(δo)sin(thetao) + ∆Û og cos(δo)cos(thetao)










1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
;
The combined state-space model of the GS-VSC and the connected AC grid
The system below, in (5.5), shows the linearized state-space model of a GS-VSC terminal
(combined state-space model of the GS-VSC and the connected AC grid):
∆ẋgc = Agc ∆xgc +Bgcdc ∆ucdc +Bgcr ∆ugrr
∆ygcdc = Cgcdc ∆xgc + Dgcdc ∆ugcdc +Dgcr ∆ugcr
(5.5)
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where, ∆xgc = [∆xc ∆xg]
T ; ∆ygcdc = [∆Idc]; ∆ugcdc = [∆Vdc]; ∆ugcr = [∆P
∗ ∆Q∗]T (for
the constant P controlled GS-VSC) or ∆ugcr = [∆Q
∗]T (for droop controlled GS-VSC);































5.2.2 WF-VSC linearized state-space model
Inner control loop model
In the WF-VSC, there is no PLL. Therefore, equations (3.5), (3.6), ((3.10) and (3.11) are
used to derive the inner loop linearized model in (5.6):
∆ẋi = Ai ∆xi +Biac ∆ucac +Bidc ∆ucdc +Bir ∆uir
∆yiac = Ciac ∆xi +Diac1 ∆ucac +Dcdc1 ∆uidc +Dir1 ∆uir
∆yidc = Cidc ∆xi +Diac2 ∆ucac +Dcdc2 ∆uidc +Dir2 ∆uir
(5.6)
where, ∆xi = [∆ifd ∆ifq ∆Md ∆Mq]
T ; ∆uiac = [∆igd ∆igq ∆utd ∆utq ]
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The outer control loop of the WF-VSCs controls the AC voltage at PCC. Thereby, The
linearized state-space model of the outer loop is derived from the linearized equations of
(3.20) to (3.23) to be as follows:
∆ẋo = Ao∆xo +Boac ∆ucac +Bodc ∆ucdc +Bor ∆uir
∆yo = Co ∆xo +Doac ∆ucac +Dodc ∆uidc +Dor ∆uor
(5.7)
where, ∆xo = [∆Nd/∆Nq]
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The overall WF converter model
The overall converter model is derived by making ∆uir = ∆yo with the substitution in
(5.8):
∆ẋc = Ac ∆xc +Bcac ∆ucac +Bcdc ∆ucdc +Bcr ∆ucr
∆ycac = Ccac ∆xc +Dcac1 ∆ucac +Dcdc1 ∆ucdc +Dcr1 ∆uir



























































The AC grid model
As the feed-forward part of the outer loop is used to fully decouple the dynamics of the
VSC from the dynamics of the WF, The WF AC grid model by only the AC filter dynamic
equations (3.27) and (3.28) only. These equations after the linearization are used to drive
the state-space model of the WF grid to be as in (5.9).
∆ẋg = Ag ∆xg +Bg1 ∆ug1 +Bg2 ∆ug2
∆yg = Cg ∆xg +Dg ∆ug1
(5.9)
where ∆xg = [ ∆utd ∆utq ]
T ; ∆ug! = ∆ycac ; ∆ug2 [∆igd ∆igq ]
T ; and the state-space model







































The combined state-space model of the WF-VSC and the connected WF grid
The system below in (5.10) shows the linearized state-space model of a WF-VSC terminal
(combined state-space model of the WF-VSC and the connected WF grid):
∆ẋwc = Awc ∆xwc +Bwcdc ∆ucdc +Bwcr ∆uwcrBwcac ∆uwcac
∆ywcdc = Cwcdc ∆xwc + Dwcdc ∆uwcdc +Dwcr ∆uwcr +Dwcac ∆uwcac
(5.10)
where, ∆xwc = [∆xc ∆xg]









































5.2.3 DC grid linearized state-space model
The linearized state-space model of the DC grid is derived from the dynamic equation of
the DC lines (3.31) and the DC buses (3.31). For two terminal HVDC system connecting
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one wind farm, at bus 2, to one AC grid, at bus 1, the linearized model is as shown in
(5.11):
∆ẋdc = Adc ∆xdc +Bdc1 ∆udc1 +Bdc2 ∆udc2
∆ydc1 = Cdc1 ∆xdc
∆ydc2 = Cdc2 ∆xdc
(5.11)
where ∆xdc = [∆I12 ∆Vdc1 ∆Vdc2 ]
T ; ∆udc1 = ∆Idc1 ; ∆udc2 = ∆Idc2 ; ∆ydc1 = ∆Vdc1 ;

































5.2.4 Overall linearized state-space model of a MT VSC-HVDC
transmission system
The overall linearized state-space model of a MT VSC-HVDC system is built by performing
∆udci = ∆ygci at the grid side terminal bus i and ∆udcj = ∆ygc; at the wind farm terminal
bus j. Hence, the model will be as in (5.12):
∆ẋsys = Asys ∆xsys +Bsys ∆usys
∆ysys = Csys ∆xsys
(5.12)
For the n terminals system with N GS-VSCs and M WF-VSCs, the vector of the
system state variables ∆xsys = [∆xgc1 ...∆xgcN ∆xwc1 ...∆xwcM ∆xdc]
T ; the system inputs
∆usys = [∆ugcr1 ...∆xgcrN ∆uwcr1 ...∆uwcrM ∆uwcac1 ...∆uwcacM ]
T . The state matrix and




Agc1 .. 012×12 012×8 .. 012×8 Bgcdc1Cdc1
: : : : : : :
012×12 .. AgcN 012×8 .. 012×8 BgcdcMCdcN
08×12 .. 08×12 Awc1 .. 08×8 Bwcdc1CdcN+1
: .. : : : : :
08×12 .. 08×12 08×8 .. AwcM BwcdcMCdcN+M
Bdc1Cgcdc1 .. Bdc1Cgcdc1 BdcN+1Cwcdc1 .. BdcN+MCwcdcM ADC

;




Bgcr1 .. 012×1 012×2 .. 012×2 012×2 012×2
: : : : : : : :
012×1 .. BgcrN 012×2 .. 012×2 012×2 012×2
08×1 .. 08×1 Bwcr1 .. 08×2 08×2 08×2
: .. : : : : : :
08×1 .. 08×1 08×2 .. Bwcr1 08×2 08×2
08×1 .. 08×1 08×2 .. 08×2 Bwcac1 08×2
: : .. : : : : :
08×1 .. 08×1 08×2 .. 08×2 08×2 BwcacM

;
The previously explained linearized state-space model of the MT VSC-HVDC system
is used to build the test system linearized model, and its transfer matrix Asys is used in
the proposed tuning methodology and the small-signal analysis in the next sections.
5.3 Proposed VSCs Local Controller Parameters Tun-
ing Methodology
Tuning the VSCs local controller gains, in a MT-HVDC based offshore wind farm integra-
tion system, is a challenging task, since a change in the system operating condition may
lead to instability at a certain set of gains. The conventional tuning methods either adjust
the control gains based on a tedious trial and error method, or utilize the pole placement
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technique, which ignores the overall dynamics of the system or interactions between the
system components. Thus, the VSCs local controller gains should be tuned to mitigate the
change of the operating conditions.
This section illustrates methodology for tuning the VSCs’ local controller gains at every
scheduled change in the operating conditions [?]. The proposed methodology is performed
by the central controller in multiple steps as follows:
1- For every change in the input power to the MT VSC-HVDC system the OPF based
power sharing and voltage regulation controls strategy (chapter 4) is executed for
selecting the droop parameters of the droop controlled VSCs. Based on the new
droop parameters and input power, the new operating conditions are calculated.
2- The new operating conditions are substituted in the state matrix Asys of system
linearized state-space model.
3- The optimal parameters of the VSCs local controller are selected by an optimization
algorithms to minimize the real part of the dominant eigenvalues and maximize their
damping ratio to maximize the system bandwidth and damping.
4- The optimal parameters are sent to the system VSCs local controllers along with the
optimal droop parameters.
The optimal VSCs local controller selection algorithm
The new optimal gains selection algorithm can be proposed to optimally select the VSCs lo-
cal controller gains. The optimal gains are selected to maximize the system bandwidth and
improve the system damping. Therefore, optimization problem is formulated, as follows:
The objective function is minimizing the real part of σ̂ the state matrix Asys dominant
eigenvalue λ̂ is shown in (5.13) as follows:
min
K
(F1(K) = σ̂) (5.13)
subjected to the lower and upper limits constraints of K as follows:
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Kl ≥ K ≤ Ku (5.14)
where the gain vector K = [Kg1 ..KgN Kw1 ..KwM ]; Kgi = [KpinKiinKpdKidKpqKiqKppllKipll ]
(∀i ∈ N) is the gains vector of the ith GS-VSC; and Kwj = [KpinKiinKpoKio ] (∀i ∈ M) is
the gains vector of the jth WS-VSC.
From the state matrix of the overall state-space matrix, the eigenvalues of the system
Λ is calculated, and real part of the dominant pole σ̂ is calculated by:
σ̂ = max(Σ) (5.15)
where Σ = {σi, σi = Re(λi)}, ∀λi ∈ Λ.
The other objective is maximizing the damping of the system by maximizing the damp-
ing ratio ζ̂ of the dominant pole λ̂.
max
K





To combine the two objective functions, F1(K) and F2(K), in one optimization problem
using the ε-constraint method employed [77]. The main advantage of this method is that
it can identify a Pareto-optimal region regardless of whether the objective space is convex,
non-convex, or discrete. Hence, it can solve the problem considering one of the objectives
while limiting the remaining objectives within specific bounds. Hence, the second objective
function F2(K) can be used as a soft constraint as follows:
F2(K)− ε > 0 (5.18)
where ε is considered to limit the damping ratio to a value less than that maximally
obtained from the Pareto front.
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5.4 Time Domain Validation of The Proposed Method-
ology of Tuning the VSCs Local Controller Pa-
rameters
The modified Cigre B4 MT HVDC test system (Fig. 4.3), with the system parameters in
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, is used to validate the proposed tuning methodology. First, the
linearized state-space model of the overall system is derived using steps in section 5.2. The
linearized state-space model is verified and analyzed in subsection 5.4.1.
5.4.1 MT VSC-HVDC linearized state-space model verification
and small-signal stability analysis
Time domain verification
The time domain verification of the linearized model (index ”lin”) is verified against the
nonlinear model of the test system using MATLAB/Simulink SimPowerSystems. The inner
control loop gains of the system VSCs have been tuned to have an equivalent time constant
of 5 ms. The outer loop gains are selected in order to have a time constant 10 times of
the inner loops. The droop gains of droop controlled VSCs are set at RD = 14Ω (0.05
p.u.), with no load voltage Vo = 400KV . Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 show the responses of the
linearized model compared to the time-domain nonlinear model to a 10% step rise in the
wind power generation of WF-C and WF-D. The two wind farms were operating at 90%
of their rated power before the step rise in their generation, while the VSC cb-A1 was





Figure 5.2: Active power response of the linearized model ”Lin” and the time-domain





Figure 5.3: DC voltage response of the linearized model ”Lin” and the time-domain non-
linear model ”Non-Lin” of the VSCs at (a) bus 4 , (b)bus 5 and (c) bus 6.
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Small signal stability analysis
A small-signal stability analysis has been performed on the test system linearized model.
From the analysis, the system has 79 eigenvalues. From the participation analysis, the
faster eigenvalues belong to the inner loops of the all VSCs plus the outer control loops of
the WF-VSCs. These eigenvalues are local to their states and do not interact with the other
states. However, the slower eigenvalues belong to the states of the DC grid, PLLs, droop
controlled VSCs outer loops. Due to the droop control of the GS-VSC converters, which
control DC voltage indirectly, these eigenvalues participate in different percentages in the
states of the GS-VSCs active-power control-loops and the DC grid. Due to the nonlinearity
of the system, the eigenvalues change with the change in the operating conditions, which
in turn leads to a system instability. Fig. 5.4 shows the change in the dominant eigenvalues
due to a 20% incremental in the input power to the HVDC system from the wind farms
and the AC grid A from 0.2 p.u. to 1 p.u. As can be seen, at some operating conditions,
some eigenvalues move to the right of the imaginary axis and cause a system instability.
On the other hand, at certain local controllers’ parameters and operating condition, as
shown in Fig. 5.5, the root locus of the different subsystems (terminals) show that they are
stable, while the eigenvalues of the overall system state matrix in Fig. 5.6 shows a degree
of instability.
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Figure 5.5: Eigenvalues of the state matrices of the (a) droop controlled GSVSC,
(b)constant power controlled GSVSC, (c) WFVSC and (d) DC grid.
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Figure 5.6: Eigen values of the overall system state matrix.
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5.4.2 Time domain validation
The proposed tuning methodology has been used to tune the test system VSCs local
controllers’ gains. These gains are validated by simulate the test system with the tunes
gains by the MATLAB/Simulink SymPowerSystem toolbox. The system was operating
at 50% rated power from the Cb-A1 converter, in addition the two wind farms C and D
was delivering 0.9% of their rated power. A 10% step of wind power was applied to the
two WF VSCs Cb-C1 and Cb-C2. Fig. 5.7 shows the response of the active power flows
through the converters Cb-B1, Cb-B2 and Cb-E1. As can be seen, the active power of
the converters Cb-B1 and Cb-E1 has a fast response that takes less than 50 msec. As the
Cb-B1 is connected to a long transmission line, which can be considered a weak grid, the
response of Cb-B1 is slower than that of Cb-E1 due to the slower PLL response, while for
Cb-B2 the active power response enhancement is limited by the connection to the DC grid
through a long DC line and to a weak AC grid, which in turn increases slows down the
PLL response.
Fig. 5.8 shows the fast response of DC voltage at the terminals of Cb-A1, Cb-C1 and
Cb-D1. this fast response is due to the fast response of the active power control of the
grid side converters and the high droop gains (RD = 14 Ω). Due to the decoupling of the
inner and the outer control loops of the WF VSCs from both the DC grid and the wind
farms dynamics using the feed forward, the response of the AC voltage control is very fast,
less than 10 msec. Fig. 5.9 shows the response of the AC voltage at the Cb-C1 and Cb-D1
PCC.
Fig. 5.10 shows the AC voltages at the PCC of the Cb-B1 and Cb-B2 have slower
responses due to the dynamics of the PLL, which affect the dynamics of the active power




















Figure 5.10: AC voltage response at the PCC of the VSCs (b)Cb-B1 and (c) Cb-B2.
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5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a detailed derivation of a MT VSC-HVDC wind farm integration system
state-space linearized model was provided. That model was used in the proposed VSCs
local controller parameter tuning methodology, which is based on the selection of the
optimal parameters that increase the system performance band width and damping. The
optimal parameters were selected to minimize the real parts of the dominant eigenvalues
and maximize the damping ratio. This tuning process is performed every time the steady-
state operating conditions are changed by the proposed power sharing control strategy in
chapter 4. Through the time domain simulation results, the linearized state-space model
was verified and the validation of the proposed tuning methodology was demonstrated.
However, in some abnormal cases, such as the converter outage case, the GS VSCs operate
at their maximum power limits and their local controllers lose their ability of regulating
the DC voltage. In such scenarios, a control strategy is needed to control the DC voltage
by control the active power generation of the wind farms, which is performed by the DC
voltage control strategy that is proposed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
DC Voltage Control during
Permanent Converter-Outages for
Power Flow Continuity in Offshore
Multi-Terminal VSC-HVDC Systems
6.1 Introduction
Point-to-point HVDC links or MT HVDC networks isolate the offshore WF AC grids from
the effects of onshore AC grid faults, which leads to temporary or permanent outages the
onshore converters. This isolation results in the continuation of wind power generation by
the wind turbines at the pre-fault operating level. If the onshore HVDC converters that
receive the offshore wind power generation operate close to the maximum power capacity,
they will be unable to absorb the active power of the disconnected onshore converter. In
such cases, all onshore converters, which are responsible for regulating the DC voltage,
operate at their rated power (i.e., in constant power control mode) and lose their ability to
regulate the DC voltage. As a result, an overvoltage occurs, triggering protection devices
and possibly leading to system collapse.
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6.2 Proposed DC voltage Control Strategy
In literature, the FRT control strategies used to control the DC overvoltage were originally
proposed for addressing the effects of temporary faults in onshore AC grids or temporary
onshore VSC outages. Using such strategies to deal with permanent VSC outages is either
infeasible, such as with DC chopper and FESS methods, or produces large oscillations in
the system variables, such as fast wind power reduction methods. As mentioned previously,
these oscillations arise as a result of the use of discontinuous (on/off) control rules in the
wind generators. To reduce these oscillations, continuous fast-power-reduction control
rules for WF-VSCs and wind generators were proposed in this work [?]. The proposed
DC voltage controller relies on a reduction in the active current component of the wind
generator, which has a faster control response than that of the pitch angle and can deal
with the rapid rise in the DC voltage. This control strategy prevents the DC voltage from
exceeding the maximum limit but not within the normal operating region. An additional
stage of power reduction is therefore proposed for curtailing wind generation at steady-state
conditions in order to return the system to its pre-outage state through the adjustment of
the pitch angle of the wind turbine blades, which has a slower control response and cannot
be used during the fast-power-reduction stage. The two stages of the proposed control
strategy are explained in the following subsections.
6.2.1 Fast wind power reduction
This stage involves the reduction of the AC voltage level of the offshore WF grid by the
WF-VSC as a function of the DC voltage rise after the occurrence of an onshore VSC
outage. As a result of the AC voltage reduction, the proposed control rule for controlling
the type 3 and 4 wind generators reduces the active power generation, rapidly, as a function
of the AC voltage level [78].
WF-VSC DC voltage Control Rule
If the local DC voltage VDC at the WF-VSC terminals is below a specified threshold level
VDCth , which is usually the upper limit of the normal DC operating voltage range, the AC
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voltage is set at its nominal value, i.e., 1 p.u., by setting the reference value of the d-axis
component uWFd at 1 p.u. and that of the q-axis component uWFq at 0. However, if the
DC voltage exceeds VDCth, the WF-VSC decreases the reference value of the AC voltage
d-axis component as a function of the rise in the DC voltage as expressed in (6.1) and
illustrated in Fig. 6.1a.
uWF d =
{
1 , VDC ≤ VDCth
1−KDC−AC (Vdc − Vdcth) , Vdc > Vdcth
(6.1)





where, uWF do is the nominal AC voltage level of the wind farm, uWF dmin is the minimum
wind farm AC voltage level, and Vdcmax is the maximum DC voltage that the VSC’s switches
can withstand.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Relationships between (a) the HVDC and the WF AC voltages and (b) the
DF and the WF AC voltage.
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Wind Generator Power Reduction Control Rule
The fast wind power reduction is performed by reducing the reference value of the active
component (i.e., the d-axis component) of the stator current in PMSGs or the rotor current
in DFIGs based on a deloading factor (DF ) ranging from 0 to 1, i.e., from zero generation
to full generation. If the d-axis of the WF AC voltage uWFd decreases below a specified
threshold value uth, which is usually equal to the nominal AC voltage of the system, i.e.,
1 p.u., the value of the DF is calculated using (6.3), i.e., as a function of the local WF AC
voltage at the terminals of the wind turbines [79]. This relation is depicted in Fig. 6.1b.
To allow the proposed controller to operate properly, the reactive power based AC voltage
regulation must be disabled. Therefore, in normal operation, the AC voltage level at the
wind turbine bus is equal to or greater than the nominal value. This reasoning is behind
both the reduction of the WF AC voltage below the nominal value if the voltage exceeds
its threshold value and the selection of the threshold value of the WF AC voltage to be
equal to the nominal voltage.
DF =
{
1 , uWFd ≥ uth
1−KAC−DF (uWFd − uth) , uWFd < uth
(6.3)





where DFmin is the minimum DF , which is selected so that the oscillations in wind
power are eliminated through the limiting of the wind generation reduction to a value







where N is the number of power-receiving VSCs, and PWrated is the per-unit rated power
of the ith power-receiving VSC.
The local wind generator control rules are implemented by modifying the controller of
the PMSG MSC proposed in [61], [69], and that of the DFIG RSC, which is presented
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in [66]. The modification is to multiply their active current component (d-axis) reference
value by the value of the DF, as indicated in Fig. 6.2.
ω∗r and ωr : reference and actual rotor speeds, respectively.
PWT : measured wind turbine active power output.
Tcmd : reference torque used for calculating the d-axis reference current.
Figure 6.2: Proposed DC voltage control rule of the wind turbine
6.2.2 Wind power curtailment
At steady-state conditions, the wind power is curtailed by adjusting the pitch angle of
the wind turbine blades. This process is achieved using the pitch angle active power
compensator described in [80], which modifies the reference pitch angle set by the rotor
speed controller, which is used as presented in [66], [69][ for types 3 and 4 variable-speed
wind turbines in order to limit wind power generation at a maximum value Pmax. After
confirming the occurrence of a permanent onshore VSC outage and limiting of the DC
voltage using the fast-power-reduction stage, the WF grid frequency FWF is employed as
a maximum power reference signal from the WF-VSC station to the wind turbines. The
WF-VSC station sets the value of FWF based on the Pmax value desired, as follows:
FWF = FWFo +KF−P (1− Pmax) (6.6)
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where FWFmax is the maximum frequency of the WF, PWTr is the per-unit rated power
of the wind turbine, and PWTmin is the allowable minimum power generation of the wind
turbine.
Based on the frequency value, the local controller of the wind turbines measures the
WF grid frequency and calculates the desired Pmax using (6.8) the reference point for the
pitch angle active power compensator.




β∗ : reference pitch angle
βmax and βmin : limits of the pitch angle
ω∗r and ωr : reference and actual rotor speeds, respectively.
Figure 6.3: Structure of the wind turbine power curtailment controller.
The implementation of the proposed wind power curtailment controller is illustrated
in Fig. 6.3. The value of Pmaxcan be selected in different ways based on the desired
scenario. For example, the Pmax of each WF can be calculated using an optimal power
flow (OPF) algorithm to minimize the transmission loss from the HVDC network after
the share attributable to the faulted onshore VSC has been disconnected. For the work
presented in this paper, the Pmax values of all WFs are assumed to be equal, with their
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summation is assumed to be equal to its pre-fault value after the removal of the share
arising from the faulted converter.
Figure 6.4: Modified CIGRE-B4 MT-HVDC test system.
6.3 Simulation Results
The DC voltage control strategy proposed in this chapter was validated using a modified
CIGRE B4 DC grid test system, which included two onshore AC grids and four offshore AC
grids (wind farms). Detailed system data can be found in [2]. The modifications applied
to the system are in the number of terminals and the ratings of the wind farms. The
modified bipolar HVDC B4 CIGRE test system grid depicted in Fig. 6.4 was used as the
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test system, emulating two offshore wind farms C and D, which are connected to onshore
AC grids A and B through the overhead and cable DC links of the HVDC network DCS3.
The AC grid B has two VSC ports to the DCS3 network: Cb-B1 and Cb-B2. The AC
grid A and wind farms C2 and D1 are also connected to the DCS3 network through VSCs:
Cb-A1, Cb-C2, and Cb-D1, respectively. The modification is performed on the ratings
of the system VSCs and the corresponding system parameters as stated in Table 4.1 and
Table 4.2, respectively. The per-unit data were calculated based on common base values,
as follows: base power Sbase = 1200 MVA, base DC voltage VDCbase = 400 kV, onshore and
offshore base AC voltage VACbase = 120 kV, and base frequency Fbase = 60 Hz. The DC
voltage limits of the HVDC system are set to be 105 % and 95 % of the nominal voltage,
which was selected as the base DC voltage. During normal operation, the AC voltage
limits of the wind farms C and D are 1.05 p.u. and 0.95 p.u.
The effectiveness of the proposed control strategy was tested for two main scenarios: a
permanent VSC outage and a temporary VSC outage. For the permanent outage scenario,
the new strategy was examined for two different cases: DFIG- and PMSG-based offshore
WFs. The simulation was performed using Matlab/Simulink software. In addition, a
previously recent proposed fast wind-power-reduction FRT control strategy was applied to
the test system for the permanent VSC outage scenario, in order to show its deficiencies
with respect to dealing with that condition. For the simulation, the wind power generated
was shared between the two onshore AC grids, A and B, through the three VSCs, Cb-
A1, Cb-B1, and Cb-B2, which are able to absorb up to 2.5 p.u. active power. To test
the proposed control strategy, two different types of VSC outages were introduced at the
Cb-A1 converter: a permanent and a 500 ms temporary outage, resulting in the power
absorbed by the onshore AC grid A dropping to zero. The capacity of the onshore VSCs
was consequently reduced to 1.667 p.u. rather than 2.5 p.u. To create a power imbalance
in the HVDC network, the wind generation from the offshore wind farms WF-C and WF-D
was adjusted to be greater than 1.667 p.u. so that Cb-B1 and Cb-B2 were unable to absorb
part of the offshore wind power. As a result, they operated in constant power control mode
at their rated power, leaving the DC voltage of the HVDC network without regulation.
The result was a rise in the DC voltage, which in turn, triggered the FRT control rules of
the wind farms at the moment the DC voltage threshold VDCth was exceeded. The value
of VDCth was selected to be 1.05 p.u.
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(a) Offshore WFs active power
(b) Onshore VSCs input active power
(c) DC voltage at WFs C and D buses
(d) WFs AC voltages
Figure 6.5: System performance after a permanent outage at Cb-A1 with the previously
proposed FRT control strategy
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6.3.1 Permanent outage scenarios
Previous FRT control strategy case:
The fast-power-reduction FRT control strategy previously proposed in [63], [57], [61],
which addressed only temporary outage scenarios, was applied to the test system, which
is equipped with DFIG-based wind farms, during a permanent outage at the Cb-A1 VSC.
The outage began at second 5. As shown in Fig. 6.5, the previous FRT control strategy
failed to mitigate the DC voltage rise without producing an instability and large oscillations
in the active power, the DC voltage, and the WF AC voltage.
Proposed control strategy cases:
The proposed DC voltage control strategy was evaluated for two different cases: offshore
windfarms equipped with DFIG wind turbines and with PMSG wind turbines. In both
cases, based on the parameters listed in Table III, the proposed DC voltage controller gains
KDC-AC, KAC-DF, and KF-P were calculated to be 2, 6.667, and 0.01, respectively. The
wind power generation was curtailed after the outage by setting Pmax = 0.667 p.u. for
each offshore wind farm, which was calculated by subtracting the capacity of the faulted
converter from the summation of the rated power of the WF-VSCs.
a) DFIG-based offshore wind farm case:
In this case, the offshore wind farms C and D are equipped with DFIG (type 3) wind
turbines. The generation levels of the two offshore wind farms C and D were 0.95 p.u.
and 0.89 p.u., respectively. As shown in Fig. 6.6a and Fig. 6.6b, at second 5, Cb-A1 was
disconnected permanently, and its power dropped to zero. Converters Cb-B1 and Cb-B2
were then able to absorb only the active power up to their rated value, 0.833 p.u., and
were unable to absorb the 1.83 p.u. active power from the wind farms. The DC voltage
consequently began to rise and triggered the proposed DC voltage control strategy of the
offshore wind farms, as indicated in Fig. 6.6c. The DC voltage control rules in the WF-
VSCs Cb-C2 and Cb-D1 reduced the AC voltage of their wind farms as a function of the
rise in the DC voltage (Fig. 6.6d). This AC voltage reduction then triggered the proposed
control rule in the local controller of the wind turbines, which decreased the active power
generation rapidly by reducing the generator direct current component. The fast wind
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power reduction slow down the DC voltage increasing rate and kept the DC voltage level
below its maximum value of 1.1 p.u. and to be 1.07 p.u. The DC voltage, AC voltage
and active power dynamics due to the proposed DC voltage first stage, i.e., fast power
reduction stage, are shown in the period between second 5 and second 10.
In order to confirm that the outage is permanent or for long time and not temporary,
the wind power generation curtailment stage was activated after 5 seconds following the
outage by increasing the wind farm frequency. Hence, the VSCs of wind farms C and
D raised their WF grid frequency to 1.0033 p.u., as depicted in Fig. 6.6e , so that the
system could recover to its pre-outage state. The active power generation of each of the
two offshore wind farms was curtailed at 0.667 p.u., following the DC voltage decreased
to approximately its pre-outage value within normal operating limits. The difference in
the DC voltage before the outage and after recovery is due to the changes in the system
configuration and the operating conditions, which could be more accurate if the Pmax
value of each wind farm were selected through an OPF algorithm so that the same shares
would be maintained for Cb-B1 and Cb-B2. The period between seconds 10 and 28 shows
the dynamics of the pitch angle controller, which is very small compared with the first
stage dynamics. Thus, power reduction using the pitch angle controller cannot be used
to deal with the fast DC voltage rise, and it used only for reducing the active power to
control the steady-state active power generation.
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(a) offshore WFs active power
(b) onshore VSCs input active power
(c) DC voltage at WFs C and D buses
(d) WFs AC voltages
(e) WFs frequencies
Figure 6.6: Performance of the proposed control strategy after a permanent converter
outage in the case of wind farms with a DFIG wind turbine
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b) PMSG-based offshore wind farm case
This case demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy with respect
to addressing permanent VSC outages in the case of PMSG-equipped wind farms. The
wind power generation was adjusted to be 0.9 p.u. and 0.94 p.u. for wind farms C and D,
respectively. The disconnection of one of the onshore VSCs thus causes a power imbalance
in the HVDC network, producing a DC overvoltage. After the disconnection of Cb-A1 at
second 5 producing a rapid DC overvoltage, which triggered the DC voltage control process
in the offshore wind farms. As indicated in Fig. 6.7, the DC voltage control followed the
same steps as with the DFIG wind farm case. In addition, the wind power was curtailed
by increasing the offshore WF frequencies to 1.004 p.u. after 5 seconds from the outage,
see Fig. 6.7e in order to set the Pmax value of each wind farm at 0.65 p.u. As can be seen
in Fig. 6.7a and Fig. 6.7b, the fast response of the fast power reduction by reducing the AC
current component of the generators is able to limit the DC overvoltage to be less than the
maximum value 1.1 p.u. , exactly at 1.07 p.u, see Fig. 6.7c. Furthermore, Fig. 6.7 shows
the slow dynamics of the pitch angle controller, which takes 18 second from changing the
wind farm frequency to settle. Fig. 6.7d show the dynamics of the AC voltage of the two
wind farms.
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(a) offshore WFs active power
(b) onshore VSCs input active power
(c) DC voltage at WFs C and D buses
(d) WFs AC voltages
(e) WFs frequencies
Figure 6.7: Performance of the proposed control strategy after a permanent converter
outage in the case of wind farms with a PMSG wind turbine
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6.3.2 Temporary outage scenario
In this scenario, the proposed control strategy was validated for the case of a temporary
outage at one of the onshore converters, as a FRT control strategy for mitigating the
effects of a temporary outage in an onshore VSC. This scenario was tested for two cases:
a wind farm equipped with a DFIG wind turbine and one with a PMSG wind turbine.
In both cases, the wind power generation was adjusted to be greater than the capacity of
the onshore converter during a converter outage, i.e., during a disconnection of one of the
onshore converters. A temporary 500 ms outage was introduced into the onshore Cb-A1.
The same control gains as in the permanent outage scenario were applied in this scenario.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.9, the temporary fault began at second 1 and ended after 0.5 s.
During the fault period, the DC voltage at the wind farm DC buses increased due to the
power imbalance in the HVDC network, consequently triggering the proposed controller.
Then, the wind turbines then rapidly reduced their generation, which in turn, reduced the
rate of the rise in the DC voltage, thus preventing it from exceeding its maximum limit
during the outage period. Fig. 6.8a to Fig. 6.8d show the performance of the proposed
control strategy for the DFIG wind turbine. the DC voltage rise limitation performance
during a temporary outage the PMSG wind turbine are shown in Fig. 6.9a to Fig. 6.9d.
As concluded from the results, the proposed controller is able to limits the DC overvoltage




Figure 6.8: Performance of the proposed control strategy in the case of DFIG and PMSG
wind farms during a temporary converter outage for the DFEG case (a) offshore WFs active





Figure 6.9: Performance of the proposed control strategy in the case of DFIG and PMSG
wind farms during a temporary converter outage for the PMSG case (a) offshore WFs
active power ; (b) onshore VSCs input active power; (c) DC voltage at WFs C and D
buses; (d) WFs AC voltages.
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6.4 Discussion
This chapter has proposed a DC voltage control strategy for regulating the DC voltage
during permanent or temporary outages in onshore GS VSCs for offshore MT HVDC
systems. The new control strategy relies on communication-free decentralized control rules
implemented in the local controllers of the WF-VSCs and the wind turbines. The proposed
control rules have been designed for wind farms VSCs and two types of wind turbines:
DFIGs and PMSGs. The proposed controller also provides wind power curtailment, which
can be used to curtail the output power of the WFs during normal operation or as a means
of restoring the system to its pre-fault state after a permanent onshore VSC outage. All of
the simulation results reveal that the proposed control strategy is able to limit fast rises in
the DC voltage and to keep it at levels lower than its maximum limit using the first stage of
the strategy. Furthermore, the second stage of the control strategy, wind power curtailing
stage, is able to restore the steady state pre-outage conditions of the system by curtailing
the wind power using the pitch angle control of the wind turbines. The simulation was
performed on a modified B4 CIGRE test system for two different scenarios: permanent and






7.1 Summary and Conclusion
The main objective of this thesis was proposing an operation and control strategies for a
MT VSC-HVDC based offshore wind farms integration system by developing a centralize
(supervisory) controller for both the steady-state operation and the transient dynamics
performance perspectives. From the steady-state perspective, an adaptive droop-based
power-sharing control strategy was proposed in chapter 4 in order to control the sharing
of the active power transmitted by a MT VSC-HVDC network among a number of on-
shore AC grids or offshore loads based on the desired percentage shares utilizing voltage
droop concepts. Due to the nonlinearity of the system, the system dynamic performance
is dependent on its operating condition as shown in chapter 5. From this perspective, two
methodologies for selecting the optimal droop gains and the VSCs local controllers’ gains
are proposed in chapters 4 and 5 to enhance the system dynamic performance. Further-
more, in case of a permanent outage in one of the gird side converters which may cause
a DC voltage control loss and power imbalance, a control strategy was proposed in 6 to
mitigate the effects of this outages and recover the system to its pre-outage state.
In chapter 4 power-sharing control and voltage regulation strategy was proposed. The
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primary objective of the new control strategy is achieving accurate sharing of the active
power from offshore wind farms or onshore AC grids and transmitted by a MT HVDC
network among a number of onshore AC grids or offshore loads based on the desired
percentage shares, while keeping the DC voltage at all buses within the operating range.
The control strategy is based on two hierarchal levels: voltage-droop control as the primary
controller and secondary (supervisory) controller, which uses an optimal-power flow (OPF)
algorithm and a novel droop gain selection methodology for selecting the optimal droop
parameters considering the DC voltage transient and steady-state dynamic responses.
In chapter 5 a tuning methodology is proposed for selecting the optimum local con-
troller parameters of the VSCs in an offshore MT HVDC network to enhance the dynamic
performance and the small-signal stability of the system by maximizing the control system
bandwidth and damping. As a part of the proposed methodology, a derivation procedure
of the aggregated linearized state-space model of a MT VSC-HVDC based offshore wind
farm integration system was provided.
In chapter 6 a control strategy for controlling the DC voltage of the HVDC network
during a permanent and temporary grid side converter outages was proposed. The pro-
posed control strategy relies on the reduction of the active current component of the wind
generator, which has a faster control response than that of the pitch angle and can deal
with the rapid rise in the DC voltage. This control strategy prevents the DC voltage from
exceeding the maximum allowable limit, which is not within the normal operating region.
An additional stage of power reduction is therefore proposed for curtailing wind generation
at steady-state conditions in order to return the system to its pre-outage state through the
adjustment of the pitch angle of the wind turbine blades.
7.2 Contributions
The main contributions of the work are
1. Develop a new power-sharing control strategy that utilizes an adaptive voltage-droop
scheme, in which the voltage-droop parameters are optimally selected as a means of
achieving accurate power sharing based on the desired shares, which are optimized in
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advance by the system operator in order to fulfill the active power requirements of the
connected AC grids, while also including consideration of the DC voltage dynamics,
including transient and steady-state performance.
2. Develop a new tuning methodology for selecting the optimum local controller pa-
rameters of the VSCs in an offshore MT HVDC network to mitigate the effects of
the operating conditions changes on the transient performance and the small-signal
stability of the system.
3. Develop a novel control strategy to mitigate DC overvoltage effects without producing
oscillations in the DC voltage and the wind power generation in case of permanent
outage in an onshore VSCs, which can be used in temporary fault/outage ride through
control as well.
7.3 Future Research Directions
Based on the studies and findings illustrated in this thesis, the following directions are
suggested for future studies:
1. Developing a decentralized online methodology for VSCs local controller parame-
ters tuning, which is based on the VSC impedance reshaping considering the VSC
impedance and the estimated AC and DC grid impedances. the new methodology
will increase the system reliability and the control robustness.
2. Developing a PI compensator-based fast power reduction control rule in the wind
turbine local controller for regulating the DC overvoltage during permanent converter
outages. Introducing such a compensator needs more investigation and modeling for
both the wind turbine and the wind farm grid. The integral part of this compensator
will eliminate the steady state error in the DC voltage from the threshold during the
outage, which in turn not only limiting it below the allowable maximum value but
also regulates the DC voltage within the permissible operating limits.
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The state-space model of the Cigree system DC grid is as follows:
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